


A pleasure enjoyed only 
below the Mason-Dixon Line. 
Sweet magnolias. Moss-draped 
cypresses. Beautiful ladies. Warm 
hospitality. Like Rebel Yell, these 
things belong to the South. 
That's why Rebel Yell, with its 
mild, pleasurable, taste, is sold 
only below the Mason-Dixon Line. 
And, we intend to keep it that way. 

REBELYELL 
~G}iost GJ3ourbon. qf ~ Sooth 
Stitzel-Weller Distillery • Louisville. Kentucky • 90 Proof • Kentucky Straight Bourbon 
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Checks are shown 
in numerical order. 
The amount and date 
paid are listed right 
next to each check. 

An asterisk 
indicates 
missing checks. 
Those little as
terisks are not 
just for decora
tions. They save you 
time when searching for 
checks that were written last 
month and haven 't cleared 
yet. They indicate gaps in the 
check number sequence. For 
example: :jj: 239* indicates 
:jj: 238 is missing. 
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The new C&S Balancing Act is not just another itemized 
statement. It's the only statement in the Carolinas that lists 
checks in numerical order - and the only statement that 
indicates missing checks. The C&S Balancing Act is so easy 
to use. Your checkbook will practically balance itself. And 
remember, there's no service charge on accounts with a 
minimum balance of $100. 

Come to C&S and get in on the act. We'll make it happen. 

Summary of all 
checking activity 
for the month. 
At a glance, see 
your new 
balance, the 
number and 
total dollars of 
checks and 
deposits. 

Bank 

C&S 

The Citizens and Southern National Bank of South Carolina 
Member F.0.1.C. 



After 20 years of wrapping interiors with assorted thermal 
and acoustical insulation products, we've progressed to become 
South Carolina's only total interior contractor. Today you can get 
office and educational furniture-such as movable screens, desks, 
chairs and storage components-all nicely wrapped in insulating 
roof decks, acoustical cei I ing systems, exterior and interior 
partitions of all types, and a wide variety of carpeting. You can get 
the whole package from 

nitz 
INSULATION COMPANY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA GREENVILLE CHARLESTON AUGUSTA 
254-9341 288-3771 556-2840 736-8488 
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AUTHENTIC BRITISH ANTIQUE AUCTION 
April 16th 

Charleston, S.C. 

You 're invited to an authentic British auction, where 
an auctioneer from England will preside over a 
selection of items brought over from Great Britain 
especially for this event. Offerings range from the 
18th century long case clock by Dolly Rollison of 
Halton shown, to small but still unusual pieces to 
delight the budget-minded collector. All have been 
personally selected by a third-generation member of 
an English family of antique dealers. The auction will 
be held April 16th at the antebellum Mills Hyatt 
House in historic Charleston, S. C. Viewing day, April 
15th, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission by catalogue only, 
with number limited. Postal bids invited. Catalogue 
$3.00 postpaid. 

For further information, please write to: 

Timothy Prynne 
British Antique Auction,. Ltd. 
PO Box361 
Isle of Pdlms. 5outh (drolind 29451 

readers' 
comlllents 

We received Sandlapper and always 
thoroughly enjoy it. 

My brother-in-law is very anxious to 
obtain a copy (buy or borrow) of History 
of Wil/iamsburg-"something about the 
people of Williamsburg County, South 
Carolina-from first settling of Europeans 
1705-1923" by W. Willis Boddie, publish
ed in Columbia by The State Company 
about 1923. 

If you have such a book or know 
where he may secure a copy, please let 
him know. The address: 

Col. William S. Wall 
1811 - 128th Avenue, S. E. 
Woodridge, 
Bellevue, Washington 98005 

Mrs. Joseph Lindsay 
Clemson, South Carolina 

Historic Portraits of George Washing
ton by Gale Young, February, 1974, was 
most interesting-and for additional 
reasons over those accounted in the arti
cle. 

The needlepoint copy pictured on the 
opening page "jumped up at us" because 
a very old engraving of this same painting 
adorns a prominent space in our office. It 
is 26" by 32" and was donated to us by 
Mrs. William Adams of Cleveland, Ohio. 

It was among belongings of her late 
grandfather, J. T. Williams, a former 
mayor of Greenville, S. C., who was a 
member of the Society of Cincinnatti, the 
post-Revolution order. 

It would be interesting to know if any 
of your many readers might know more 
about the engraving-was it one of those 
which went to Europe in 1781? Was it 
the type which one might find in large 
quantity? 

Hurley E. Badders 
Director 
Pendleton District Historical 
& Recreational Commission 
Pendleton, South Carolina 

Perhaps our readers can help with these 
requests. Ed. 

Sandlapper 



The comments enclosed refer to the 
article by Buck Miller, "Of Peacocks and 
Lilies" in the February, 1974, issue . I 
realize that this column reflects Mr. 
Miller's personal opinions, and I will 
respect that. However, I feel that his 
comments concerning our state's com
munity theatres is a little unfair. He states 
that the quality of the community thea
tre's productions "ranges from outright 
bad to fair, with an occasional production 
reaching the level of a good community/ 
college show." In many cases, I am sure 
that this statement is true, but to give 
credit where credit is due, many produc
tions by many of our state's theatres 
reach the level of quality professional 
theatre. Mr. Miller admits that he "drift
ed" into the field of a critic, rather than 
being trained in the profession. I would 
like to suggest that Mr. Miller consider 
"drifting" over to one of the productions 
of The Florence Little Theatre- we are 
pretty proud of the quality of our pro
ductions, developed through fifty years 
of experience. 

Marvin L. Walberg, 
Florence, South Carolina 

I. JENKINS MIKELL, JR. 

• Life Insurance 
• Pension Plans 
• Group Insurance 
• Health Insurance 
• Annuities 

New York Life Insurance Co. 

P.O.Box11803 ~~ 
S.C.N. Center, Main St . II 
Columbia, S.C . 29211 I 

252-5657 
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Here's some inflation you'll like ... 
THE 

NATIONAL 
CAR RENTAL 

26HOUR DAY 
IN MYRTLE BEACH AND CHARLESTON ... 
vve give you two extra hours of the most precious 
thing in the world-TIME! When you rent a car from 
us, you're allowed two extra hours on the day you 
check in. So avoid the check-in rush by reserving 
your next car from the Time Stretchers. That's 
us ... the same ones who give you S&H Green 
Stamps with every rental. 

g___g 

We feature General Motors cars 
MYRTLE BEACH CHARLESTON 

2300 N. KINGS HWY. MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 
448-2243 744-4278 
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Frostin 
on the Fros ing. 

Only 38 exclusive Ocean Cove villas will be built. Some 
will have decks that seem to float beside the lagoon. 
Others will overlook the private swimming pool. All 
will have private balconies, patios, and wide expanses 
of glass everywhere to bring in the Island's rich sub
tropical landscape. 

The frosting on the frosting is Ocean Cove's match
less location at Palmetto Dunes Resort, with a full 
variety of recreation just an easy walk from your front 
door. The beautiful Robert Trent Jones championship 
golf course. The new George Fazio championship 
course. The fast-dry courts of the Tennis Club. Gour
met dining at the famous Palmetto Dunes Inn. And 
our private three mile Atlantic beach. 

Call, write, or visit. We'll be happy to send you a 
brochure or show you the property personally. 2 & 3 
bedroom designs are available, but since only 38 will 
be built, we urge you to write us today at P.O. Box 
5628, Dept. 5, Hilton Head Island, S.C. 29928, or 
phone (803) 785-2141. 

Robert Trent Jones 
Inn championship golf course 

Tennis Club \ 270 yds. 

180 yds. 250 yds . 

600 yds. 

tlantic Ocean 
(270 yds.) 

Complete recreation is within 
an easy walk from Ocean Cove. 

It) PALMETTO DUNES RESORT 
• HILTON HEAD ISLAND 

Home of U.S. Open Champion Johnny Miller 

Another quality product of Graves Construction Company. 
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Author Pat Conroy, the former 
Beaufort teacher whose book has been 
turned into the movie Conrack, feels 
-pretty strange about seeing himself 
portrayed on the screen by Jon 
Voight. Conroy, though, takes his new 
prominence with a grain of salt and, in 
the interview this month, shares his 
thoughts on South Carolina, Holly
wood, Daufuskie Island and the whole 
business of being a celebrity. 

In light of the huge success of The Exorcist, 
the supernatural, demonic forces of the uni
verse are getting a lot of press play. It's only 
natural then that we visit Lee Gandee, the 
hexenmeister of Lake Murray . Some may call 
him a male witch, but Gandee, academic princi

l pal at Central Corrections Institution, assures· us 
that he is no "bogeyman." Gandee says that his 
powers are used for good, not evil. He has 
written his autobiography, Strange Experience, 
which goes into great detail on his experiences 
with the supernatural. 

Another author, another spirit: Ceil 
Dyer, cookbook writer, has settled in 
Charleston to get away from the rattle of 
New York . She is writing a Charleston 
cookbook in her renovated kitchen 
house, which she claims is haunted by 
ghosts who sing the old Negro work songs 
which inspired Porgy and Bess. Despite 
that I ittle annoyance, however, she is 
preparing to give the world the culinary 
secrets of the Port City, some of which 
are found in this issue . 

Taking a break from writers, ghosts and things that go bump in the night, 
we examine the new Riverbanks Zoo, a crowning achievement for Richland 
and Lexington counties and the City of Columbia. 
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Cover: The yellow jessamine signals spring, 
that teasing time of the year in South 
Carolina when we awake from the deep 
wintersleep to find that some puckish spirit 
has painted our gardens, daubing each shrub 
and flower with tiny points of color that 
sing new life. We look out our windows, 
draw a sigh and remember when . Photo by 
Richard Taylor. 

20 FOOT 
MOTOR HOME 

comp letely insu lated. 
Roof air conditioning 
Power plant 
And many other extras 

$8995.00 

., 

Superior Motors Inc. 
" The Little Profit Dealer " 

Pontiac • Buic k 
Orangeburg, S.C 
Phone 534- 11 23 

Columbia Number 252-9631 

0 

WORLD INVITATIONAL 
TENNIS CLASSIC 
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Last September the );Jh~ leading men's 
and women's tennis ~~ye}s of the world 
gathered at the Hi~ / Head Racquet 
Oub on Shipyar~~antation, Hilton 
Head Island, to corri~ for $130,000 in 
prize money. ABC Television Network 
captured the action on video tape and is 
presenting it for eleven consecutive 
weeks beginning Sunday April 14. Check 
your local station listing for time. 

Chris Evert 
Billie Jean King 

Yvonne Goolagong 
Margaret Court 

John Newcombe 
Arthur Ashe 
Stan Smith 
Rod Laver 

ABC SUNDAY APRIL 14 
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If you're buying a home in Myrtle Beach 
to be on the oceanfront 

and away from the crowds ... 
it should be a Gulf Stream Villa. 

Where else can you swim, ski, sail and fish at your back door? Gulf Stream Villas located 
south of Garden City, a quiet family beach, offers the ultimate in location. All the excitement and 
activity of the beach in a tranquil seaside setting can be yours at Gulf Stream Villas. When was 
the last time you went digging for clams or brought home your own freshly caught shrimp? It's all 
here, just across the street, at Main Creek of Murrells Inlet. Golf and tennis are minutes away at the 
best clubs in the south. 

The villas are designed to complement the shore and constructed for years of easy living with 
minimum maintenance. Only thirty six villas will be placed on 620 feet of oceanfront property to 
assure a spacious environment. These luxurious 2, 3, and 4 bedroom residences range from $75,000 
to $97,500 (prices subject to change without notice). 

Join "THE REGIME OF HAPPY LIVING". Come and see an unforgettable sunset over Murrells 
lnlet- -a view that can be yours every evening at Gulf Stream Villas. 

If you've been dreaming of waking up to an ocean sunrise - send for our free brochure and we'll 
send you an eye opener. 

Gulf Stream Villas, a project of Inlet Development Corp. 
P.O. Box 366, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577 
Phone 803-236-2114 

This offer void where prohibited by law. -- -~-- -

Please Send Free Brochure To: 

~1----NAME--1 

~ ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

--- -:: :... ·· ·- ·-·---------- -_-_- ·--=-----:.. 
_-----:-. -~ 

e 
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At home and on the go with sandlapper. 

dining out 

The China Royal 

Five expertly trained Chinese chefs 
have been pleasing hungry South Caro
linians since the fall of 1972 when 
China Royal Restaurant opened in 
Columbia. They work under the 
watchful eye of Mr. Raymond Tom, 
owner and manager, who once con
ducted chef schools in San Francisco 
and New York. In fact, most Chinese 
chefs in the United States today are 
either former pupils of Tom's or stu
dents of his students. 

Tom was born in San Francisco and 
reared in Canton, a city in southern 
China which is famous for its food. 
China Royal specializes in Cantonese 
cuisine. The most popular item on the 
voluminous menu is the Cantonese 
Boneless Chicken-a generous portion 
of which is served over Chinese vege
tables, with a rich brown gravy. 

Seafood, soups, appetizers, family 
dinners and numerous specialties 
tempt the customer as he makes a 
selection from the large and reasona
bly priced menu. Although most 
dishes are prepared from authentic 
Chinese recipes, Tom admits that the 
chow mein and chop suey are actually 
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the familiar Americanized adaptations 
of the "real thing." 

It is Tom's belief that "the custom
er must be satisfied at all cost." 
Consequently each dish is cooked to 
order. Although it may necessitate a 
short wait for the customer, he is 
assured a fresh and specially prepared 
meal. Supplies of fresh vegetables and 
other ingredients are flown in regularly 
by air freight from San Francisco. A 
novice to Chinese cooking is encour
aged to sample several dishes; if he 
remains unconvinced of the merits of 
Chinese cuisine, he will be charged 
only for his American meal. Knives 
and forks are routinely provided but 
the more adventurous may request 
chopsticks. 

China Royal's two large, dimly lit 
rooms can accommodate as many as 
250 diners at once. Private rooms, 
catering and take-out services are also 
available. The restaurant, located at 
5100 Two Notch Road, is open daily 
for lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m., for dinner 
4-11 p.m. Monday through Friday, 
4-12 midnight Saturday, and 4-10 p.m. 
Sunday. 

Encouraged by his very warm 
reception in Columbia, Mr. Tom plans 
to open a second and larger China 
Royal at Dutch Square in June 1974. 
In addition to the restaurant, China 
Royal II will have a night club, called 
South Pacific. Mr. Tom believes that 
with its rapid expansion South Caro
lina-and the Columbia area in particu
lar-is ready for a variety of taste and 
entertainment experiences. 

Nancy Vance Ashmore is a free-lance 
writer from Columbia. 

of peacoc:ia lilies 
Carowinds 

It will probably seem to the owners 
and promoters of Carowinds that 
Sandlapper speaks with a forked 
tongue. Last August Sandlapper 
carried a full article with color photo
graphs of the newest theme .park in the 
Carolinas. Now along comes a colum
nist for the same magazine with a 
column (be warned in advance) which 
is not too highly complimentary about 
the same subject. 

In all fairness let me begin by 
saying that th is column was written 
last summer shortly after our family 
spent a full day at Carowinds. The 
children thought it was great, natural
ly, although they were also disgruntled 
about some of the items I will enumer-
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ate. As for me, I must count it as one 
of the less pleasurable experiences of 
my life . 

Also , in the spirit of fairness, it 
should be noted that last year was the 
opening and first year of the Caro
winds operation. It is expected that 
they would have problems which 
hopefully they have corrected in the 
interval. At least let us hope so, 
because , although I may sound like a 
rea l curmudgeon, I really am a child at 
heart. I want Carowinds to be a real 
super sort of place where I can go and 
take my kids because of the pleasure it 
will bring us. 

To recount the metamorphosis of 
the so-called theme park: In the begin
ning there was the traveling carnival 
which usu ally came to town once a 
year. They were dirty, packed with 
people; you gorged yourself with in
edibles Ii ke cotton candy , hot dogs, 
popcorn (which you frequently tossed 
up as a result of the Tilt-A-Whirl) and 
ended up spending much more money 
than you really wanted to . Admitted
ly, it was a bit of a rip-off, but then 
you expected that when you went. 

Next came the amusement park, 
which was really nothing more than a 
permanently situated carnival. They 
too had their day and then seemed to 
fall into disrepute. 

About this time Uncle Walt Disney 
was coming into his own , feeling the 
heady elation of his film successes and 
looking about for some new worlds to 
conquer. A bright chap, Uncle Walt, 
and so he came up with 'the idea of 
what has come to be known as the 
theme park. The idea was to build an 
entertainment park which was more 
extensive, more comprehensive than 
had ever been built- a park reeking of 
imagination and creativity, using many 
characters and story ideas from Walt 
Disney productions, eliminating all of 
the tawdry undesirable elements of the 
carnival and amusement park. The big 
idea had many new wrinkles- like a 
one-time pay at the gate for a day 
during which you could ride or see the 
shows as many times as you liked . 
Fresh-faced young college kids acted 
as attendants instead of those flinty
eyed leathery-faced characters who 
worked the carnivals. But the big thing 
which Uncle Walt insisted on along 
with the charm, the nostalgia and the 
beauty was taste. 

The whole concept was so prepos-

10 

terous that everyone said th at Uncle 
Walt was going to lose his financial 
fanny on the shebang. Which is exactly 
the opposite of what happened : 
People are always looking for new 
pleasure experiences, and they 
thronged to Disneyland, making it the 
best known theme park in the world 
and making Uncle Walt a pot of bucks. 

But America is the land of the great 
imitators, and if one theme park is 
popul ar and profitable, why not build 
others; which is exactly what happen
ed. Six Flags Over Texas and Georgia, 
Frontierland, Opryland, Patriotland, 
Dogpatch, U.S .A. and so forth. 

The problem is that the imitators 
duplicated only the body of the theme 
park and neglected the soul, which is 
the necessary ingredient for its success. 
They also often have a host of prob
lems which destroy any pleasure 
potentia l theme parks have and which 
may eventually cause the decline and 
fall of theme park popularity. 

What are these problems? Well, just 
in case you haven't been to a theme 
park lately, let me share some cogent 
thoughts based on our trip to Caro
winds last summer . 

First of all , the crowds and the 
lines. I don't know why every single 
human being- man, woman and 
child- in both Carolinas decided to go 
to Carowinds on the same day we 
went, but they did; or it at least 
seemed that way. You are immediately 
struck with the contrast between ex
pectation and reality. You expect to 
stroll leisurely along pleasant streets 
and walkways and make your choices 
from the many rides and entertain
ments available . 

Not a chance. There are droves of 
people thronging, pushing, shoving and 
rushing. There are endless lines for 
everything- rides, shows, even the 
food stands. The shortest line we 
waited in was 20 minutes, and usually 
it was 30 to 45. You are packed into 
queues formed by steel rails, and on 
hot summer days th is is strictly less 
than pleasant. You are acutely aware 
of the body smell of the solid humani
ty massed about you and feel uncom
fortable that the perspiration trickling 
down your own back is contributing 
to the olfactory smog . The result is 
that although you may spend hours at 
the park, you spend 90 percent of 
your day packed in lines and the other 

(Continued on page 64) 

happenings 
cinema 

APRIL 
s 

CH ARLEST ON-Charleston Museum -"Travels Thru Literary Eng
land,".8 p.m. 

FLORENCE-Francis Marion College, McNair Science Auditorium
"Shoot the Piano Player," 8 p.m. 

11 
SPARTANBURG-Wofford College, Montgomery Room, Burwell 

Campus Center-"Marat/Sade," 8 p.m. 
21 

C L EMSON-Holtandorff YMCA -Clemson University Presents 
"Rashomon," 8 p.m. 

dance 

AP RIL 

CHARLESTON -Municipal Auditorium Norwegian National Ballet, 
8:30 p.m. 

11 
SPARTANBURG Twichell Auditorium-Edward Villella With His 

Chosen Company of Elite Dancer~ From George Balanchine's New 
York City Ballet Company. 

19 
HARTSV I L L E-Coker College, Center Theatre-Coker College Dance 

Group Performance, 8 p.m. 
19-20 

SPARTANBURG- Converse College, Twichell Auditorium Dance 

Concert, 8 p.m. 

lectures 

APR IL 

2 
COLUMBIA-USC Business School Auditorium Wildlife Lecture and 

Film Series: "The Bahamas-T op to Bottom" by Harry Pederson, 

7:30 p.m. 
SPARTANBURG -Spartanburg Junior College, Gymn<1.sium Lecture 

by Sander Vanocur, Former News Correspondent for NBC and PBS. 

3 
GREENV I L L E Furman University, Mc Alister Auditorium ·"The 

Dilemma of Black Students," George Napper, Speaker, Spelman 
College, Atlanta, 10 a.m. 

SPARTANBURG University of South Carolina, llodge Center
"What's New in Modern Art," by Mac Boggs, 12 noon. 

CHARLESTON-The College of Charleston, Alumni Memorial Hall 
English Coffee Hour With Dorothy D'Anna, Co-director, Dock 
Street Theatre, 3:30 p.m. 

CL EM SON-Clemson University, Daniel Hall Au ditorium Lecture by 
Avery Leiserson, President of the American Political Science 
Association, 3:30 p.m. 

CHARLESTON The College of Charleston, Alumni Memorial Hall 
Lc(..lure by Dr. J<1.me; Q. Wilson, Harvard Universi1y, 4 :30 p.m. 

8 
CHAR L ESTON The College of Charleston, Exhibition Hall, Municipal 

Auditorium-William F. Buckley, Jr., Editor of The National 
Re1,iew, 8:30 p.m. 

SPARTANBURG-Wofford College, Leonard Auditorium Lecture by 
Dr. Kenneth G. Eltinga, University of Virginia, 11 a.m. 

10 
GREENVILL E Furman University, Mc Alister Auditorium "The State 

of the Second Se": Emancipation or Explosion ," 5<1.rah Frances 
Anders, Speaker, Louisiana College, Pineville, 1 O a.m. 

CHA RLESTON The College of ChMleston, Alumni Memorial Hall 
English Coffee Hour With Ellis Hodgen, Head L ibrarian, 3:30 p.m. 

15 
COLUMB I A William 5. Hall Institute, State Hospital Congressman 

Floyd Spence, Speaker, Sponsored by USMC R Volunteer Training 
Unit 6-5. 

16-18 
DUE WEST- Erskine College, Lesesne Auditorium-lecture by Dr. 

William Beeners, Princeton T heological Seminary, 3 <1.nd 7:30 p.m. 

17 
G REENV ILL E-Furman University, McAlister Auditorium " Women's 

Lioeration and Sexual Roles," Ernest van den Haag, Speaker, New 
York University, JO a.m. 

CH ARLESTO N The College of Charleston, Alumni Memori,ll Hall
English Coffee Hour With Norman Olsen, English Departmen t , 3:30 
p.m. 

18 
G REENV I L L E-Thomas F. Parker Auditorium-"A Pho tographer 

Looks at Portugal," Charles J. Liles, Speaker, 7 :30 p .m. 

22 
SPA RTAN BU RG-Spartanburg Public Ubrary-"Historic Homes of 

Spartanbu rg Coun ty," by M rs. Ronny Brow n, 7 :30 p.m. 

23 
GR EEN V ILLE - Wade Hampton High School-"Mexico's Sea of 

Cortez," Joh n Fowle r, Speaker , 7:30 p .m. 

(Continued on page 63} 
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An Interview 
With Pat Conroy 

Pat Conroy is the author of The Water 
Is Wide, the book which forms the basis 
for the film Conrack, released by 
Twentieth Century Fox last month. Pat, 
who grew up in Beaufort and graduated 
from The Citadel, achieved national 
prominence with the publication of The 
Water ls Wide in 7972. The book deals 
with his experiences as a teacher on 
Daufuskie Island, located off the South 
Carolina coast. He is also the author of 
The Boo, a book concerning his relation
ship with Lt. Col. Thomas N. Courvoisie 
during his years at The Citadel. He 
currently lives in Atlanta with his wife 
and their three daughters. On February 7 
he dropped by the Sandlapper office for 
an interview with staff members Diane M. 
Crenshaw and Joseph T. Bruce Jr. and 
free-lance writer Dan Harmon . 

Sandlapper: You've just gotten back from 
previewing the film Conrack in Holly
wood. How does it feel to have your 
book turned into a movie? Did you do 
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Conroy: I had absolutely nothing to do 
with the making of the movie. I really 
had nothing to do with Hollywood . It 
was absolutely terrifying going down 
there seeing something that I was per
sonally involved with-seeing it inter
preted and turned into a movie by Holly
wood. Overall, I was happy with the 
interpretation. It was not exactly what 
happened, but I was still pleased . At least 
they got the essence of what I was trying 
to say in the book. 
Sandlapper: How did it feel to see some
one like Jon Voight playing you? 
Conroy: I felt incredibly, unbelievably 
ugly. Just meeting Jon Voight-it was a 
particularly humbling experience- to see 
someone who looks this good playing me . 
Sandlapper: How accurately did Holly
wood interpret the book? 
Conroy: There were several things I saw 
in the making of the movie that were 
different. The one trouble I had when I 
went down there to see the movie was the 
way they ended this thing- I was amazed. 
My wife and I were sitting down there 
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watching the last scene of the movie, 
which was going to be the final scene of 
Conroy leaving the island. My mother was 
watching with us there . She was calling 
Jon Voight " Son" and he was calling her 
"Mom," and we were sitting there watch
ing this thing. He was leaving the island 
with his suitcases packed and downcast 
face , and he was walking, you know , very 
cooly , he was undulating toward the dock 
with his body glistening in the sun and he 
was walking down, and all the kids from 
the island were waiting for him on the 
dock, and as I was watching the scene I 
was getting very moved, even though this 
was only a movie. This was a very moving 
thing to me, powerfully bringing home 
something that- while it was not exactly 
current in my life - was part of my life. If 
this scene had happened to me I probably 
would have been weeping and crying and 
hitting my head on the dock , but Voight 
in this thing was playing it cool. He was 
too cool to break up and throw himself 
suicidally into the sea; so what he did was 
he started this whole thing of the pep 
rally with the kids. He got on the dock, 
and the boat was now ready to leave, and 
he started this thing with, " What country 
do you live in? Who is the greatest 
baseball player in the world?" All the 
kids are shouting back words that actu
ally had been spoken in the classroom, 
and I could feel myself choking up and 
see my wife choking and see my mother 
getting upset. We were sitting there look
ing with tear-filled eyes watching the 
scene. Finally as the boat motor starts up 
and Voight looks toward the boat, I have 
just been overwhelmed by emotion . 
Sandlapper: Were you crying? 
Conroy: My nose was running, but I was 
not crying. They had taken the last 
paragraph of the book and made a dia
logue: 

I felt much beauty in my year with you . 
It hurts very badly to leave you. For you 
I leave a single prayer: That the river is 
good to you in the crossing. 

Voight walks down and gets- in the boat, 
and as the boat pulls away the kids 
look-there are no goodbyes, no waving, 
there is nothing; they just look at each 
other as the boat pulls off. Now, by this 
time I am prostrate with grief- saying 
"God, that's sad ." One of the kids has 
brought this portable record player to the 
dock. As the boat pulls off he puts the 
needle down-Beethoven's Fifth Sym
phony- and Beethoven's Fifth begins 
swelling up dramatically. I was sitting 
there practically weeping just thinking of 
those times in the past. It suddenly 
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complain Hollywood 
changed the book in some ways for the 
worse, I can't knock them altogether. Some 
of the things they did were actually beauti
ful, even though they were not true." 

occurred to me that this whole scene 
never happened, and I was sitting there 
crying about something that never took 
place . This is Hollywood- this is the way 
Hollywood envisioned Daufuskie Island . 
This did not occur. 
Sandlapper: Well, how did you actually 
leave? 
Conroy: I just took off. What actually 
happened was like a series of partings. 
One day I would leave, and then I would 
come back. I was trying to get my job 
back, and slowly the realization just came 
to me that it was all over. 

Now I thought later what I should have 
done was to say, "Okay kids, now 1 'm 
going to be leaving, so you all line up on 
the dock-you there bring that portable 
record player." What a great way to leave. 
Wh i I e I complain that Hollywood 
changed the book in some ways for the 
worse, I can't knock them altogether. 
Some of the things they did were actually 
beautifu I, even though they were not 
true. They did not literally happen . 
Sandlapper: Did you fictionalize much of 
the book yourself? 
Conroy: I think I tried to tell the story 
the way I remembered it. 1 'm sure I was 
given to exaggeration sometimes, using 
too much gusto in describing certain 
things-certain scenes- and with the 
passage of time I would re-create scenes 
from my memory which would be very 

different from the way the kids remem
bered it or people who were in the class 
remembered it or the superintendent 
remembered it. I tried to recall it truth
fully, but I may or may not have suc
ceeded all of the time . But this was an 
honest attempt to tell my story of what 
happened exactly as it happened as best I 
could remember. 
Sandlapper: Were all the names changed? 
Conroy: The names were changed. The 
superintendent-all my enemies and vil
lains in the book-their names were 
changed, for legal purposes. The names of 
the kids were changed, but they were real 
people, every single one of them. 
Sandlapper: Why did you change the 
name of the island? 
Conroy: In order to protect as much as 
possible the privacy of the people of that 
island. I knew there was no way I could 
hide it in South Carolina; but the people 
in California really went crazy going to 
the library looking for Yamacraw Island. 
I knew they couldn't take tours down 
here to groove on poverty, because they 
couldn't find the place. I wanted as much 
as possible to protect them. When Life 
magazine did the story, I didn't tell them 
about changing the name . I just forgot. 
They had just had the Clifford Irving 
incident, so they decided they had better 
put a check on me and sent someone 
down to find out where Yamacraw Island 
was-and they hunted. They hunted for 
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days and couldn't find anything. Finally 
they sent somebody down to ask me 
where the island is and if the story had 
taken place . They told me later that they 
had had their doubts. But the preface in 
the front of the book says that some of 
the names have been changed. 
Sandlapper: What are you working on 
now? 
Conroy: A novel. 

Sandlapper: What made you make the 
change from almost straight journalistic 
reporting to fiction? 
Conroy: You know, during the time I was 
writing The Water Is Wide it suddenly 
occurred to me that there were no jobs 
roaring in - there were not a great many 
teaching jobs coming my way, and when 
the book came out even fewer were 
heading in my direction . While I was 
writing the book I began enjoying more 
and more this whole craft of writing . I 
started enjoying writing- I started think
ing that maybe I could do this , and that it 
would be a way of making a living. I was 
going to get a job on a newspaper if I 
could. I like this idea of working toward a 
novel. Southerners all want to write 
novels . One thing I've enjoyed about 
living in the South, you never have to 
create characters, because you have lived 
amongst them. Every Southerner I ever 
knew has a cast like a zoo or menagerie in 
his own family that he can write about. 
Sandlapper: ls your novel then going to 
be more or less autobiographical? 
Conroy: Yes, it will be autobiographical, 
although I'm telling my mother and 
father it's not. It's based on growing up in 
a Marine Corps family . I grew up around 
Marine Corps fighter pilots, and I've 
always wanted to write about the myths 
and mystique about fighter pilots. There 
haven't been too many books done about 
that great forgotten segment of the 
American population, the military family, 
the military brat, and I've always been 
interested in the subject. 
Sandlapper: The Water Is Wide is basi
cally a book about the awakening of your 
social consciousness, isn't it? 
Conroy: Exactly. I wrote this book for 
the White South. I don't care if blacks 
read it, because what am I going to tell 
blacks? The one group that I wanted to 
get to in this book was the Southern 
white; my relatives in the hills of Ala
bama and in Georgia- and especially the 
people of Beaufort. It was very hard for 
me in the town of Beaufort where I went 
to high school, where I went just up the 
road to college, to all of a sudden become 
Quasimodo-to be something that I could 
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not explain to them. You know, I would 
meet them on the streets of Beaufort and 
try to tell them; and I would have five 
minutes to tell what took 300 pages in 
the book. It became very important to 
me to tell my story to white Southerners; 
this was the whole purpose of my book. 
Sandlapper: We can trace your growing 
cynicism right from the beginning of The 
Water Is Wide. Does this cyncism still 
play a main role in your outlook? What's 
happened to your social awareness since 
the book has been completed? Has that 
changed? 
Conroy: Well, I don't know if it has 
changed; it certainly has undergone alter
ations. The times have changed even since 
then. It is very different now, you know; 
the Southern black doesn't need the 
whites anymore. They are on their own 
now, and they certainly don't need me . I 
am still concerned about civil rights and 
about the rights of women now. I usually 
flip from one to the other in my obnox-
iously liberal way. The concerns I had in 
1969 are not important anymore, you 
know, to the world and to the South, 
because you see everyone is changing 
along with it. 
Sandlapper: You are an optimistic man? 
Can we conclude that you are optimistic 
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"I still consider Beaufort my home. It 
gets in your blood-you can't escape it." 
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at the end of the book? 
Conroy: Yeah, yeah. 
Sandlapper: Have you grown more pessi
mistic? 
Conroy: No, nah. I still like to view the 
world with a little bemused cynicism. I 
have to admit there is some bitterness. 
My experience with the courts, my ex
periences with school boards, my 
experience with administrators left me 
with the feeling that there are really 
creeps in some real high positions, who 
are really hard to beat when you meet 
them face on; but even with this there are 
some real good people in high positions, 
so I guess it evens out. 
Sandlapper: Do you think that any direct 
good has come from the book or the 
movie about Daufuskie and its people? 
Conroy: No, no. I think the invasion of 
privacy of the people of the island was a 
bad thing in many ways. It was probably 
to them in many ways a betrayal of trust, 
and I felt very guilty about this. But that 
became part of the consideration, and I 
still thought the story was important 
enough to tell . 
Sandlapper: Do you keep in touch with 
the Daufuskie people? 
Conroy: I keep in touch with some of the 
kids; I have lost touch with most of the 
parents. I saw no reason to submit them 
to my presence for the rest of their 
natural born lives . The island is devefop
ing; soon there wil I be golf courses and 
condominiums and millionaires who walk 
along the beaches. This is the destiny of 
this island- prime real estate. They'll have 
Jaycee Clubs down there and the Rota
rians will meet every Wednesday .... 
This is the fate of the island, and the 
people are going to be swept up in it. 
Sandlapper: Do you know if the people 
who took your place teaching have ac
complished anything? 
Conroy: One of the guys is one of my 
best friends- Frank Smith- who is one of 
the California boys in the book. He was 
very frustrated. I think he did a good job. 
I think the school board is trying to do a 
good job. I really don't think they are 
saying, "My God, this kid never learned 
to read or write- isn't that great?" I think 
they are conscientious about their jobs, 
but they don't like to admit they have 
problems. No one in South Carolina does. 
If you ask them about racial problems
"Oh, we have none, we handle them very 
well." If you ask them about any kind of 
problems in education- "Oh, no we are 
right up there with the rest of the 
nation." No one will say "this stinks," or 
"no, this is really rotten," or "yes, we 
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have racial problems," or "we have 
problems in education." You will never 
find anyone in public office or public 
position saying anything like this. And if 
you start saying these things, all the 
forces of the system start grinding into 
gear to make sure that you are discredit
ed, that you are called a liar, a fool and 
troublemaker because you are saying 
these outrageous things. 
Sandlapper: But then later the powers 
that be might actually make some im
provements? 
Conroy: Well, eventually, yeah. You 
point these things out, they stop you, but 
slowly they move to remedy them. My 
favorite case is Dr. Gatch. I 'II never forget 
when Dr. Gatch came out and said there 
was hunger in South Carolina- and 
worms. Everybody said he was crazy. 
South Carolina went wild, and the retri
butions that centered on his integrity 
were unbelievable; yet he was absolutely 
right, he was absolutely correct. Hollings 
picked it up, and then it became accepta
ble, and the same people said, "Isn't it 
wonderful we are helping stamp out 
hunger in South Carolina!" 
Sandlapper: Are you getting a little barb 
against Hol I ings in there? 
Conroy: I love Hollings, I love Hollings. 
Sandlapper: How about this Gatch thing? 
Did it make you think twice about what 
you were doing on Daufuskie? 
Conroy: Well, no . You see, I didn't 
believe Gatch. Everyone said he was 
crazy, the man was insane . The Beaufort 
tourism industry resented Gatch's 
"troublemaking." I thought this guy was 
nuts, just like everybody else; that's what 
everybody told me. 
Sandlapper: How do you evaluate the 
response to The Water Is Wide? 
Conroy : The response in Beaufort was 
not overwhelmingly negative. I did not 
lose one friend during the experience, 
whether they were conservative, John 
Birchers or anything else . They were my 
friends . I dated their daughters in high 
school, I played basketball with their 
sons- I lost none of these people. They all 
stuck with me. I'd been in town longer 
than the superintendent of the school 
district, which was a very important 
thing . Some people loved the book and 
really enjoyed it. My next door neighbor 
said she liked it, but that I wasn't too old 
for her to wash my mouth out with soap 
because of the language . The reaction was 
a real mixture. Some people actually 
detested the book, said it was all lies, it 
was all made up and just my imagination. 
The State, The Charleston News and 
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Courier and the Charleston Evening 
Post-I will be eternally grateful for the 
reviews they gave that book. I will wor
ship those two newspapers from now 
until my dying day. The Charleston 
Evening Post wrote an editorial in my 
defense when I got fired. That was very 
important- those two first reviews in 
South Carolina set the tone; I was abso
lutely delighted. 
Sand/apper: Were you more concerned 
about the reaction nationally or the 
reaction here in South Carolina? 
Conroy: Naturally, here. I couldn't care 
less about the reaction nationally. You 
only worry about home. I was really 
afraid of the reaction in Beaufort. My 
wife made it so awful by asking if I could 
imagine the superintendent's taking the 
book into his study and opening it to the 
first page and starting to read. My God, 
that scene was a such a crushing one. I 
was really much more interested in . the 
reaction in Beaufort than any place else 
in the world. 
Sand/apper: Do you still consider Beau
fort home? 
Conroy: Yes, always will. It gets in your 
blood- you can't escape it. I didn't care 
what they thought out in Pago Pago. 
Sandlapper: You really didn't write with 
the idea of making yourself famous? 
Conroy: Remember my first book, The 
Boo, which was a labor of consummate 
love and probably one of the worst 
written books in the history of American 
literature. Okay, I paid for that myself. 
So I thought there was a very likely 
possibility that I would have to pay for 
this one, too. I dreamed that the gods of 
the publishing industry would smile upon 
me, but I had no idea that they really 
would. I thought there would be a good 
chance that I would be paying for it 
again. If I could not get a publisher I 
would pay for it myself, and I would 
throw the book on every doorstep in 
Beaufort. I was very interested in telling 
Beaufort what had happened from my 
point of view. They had heard other 
points of view, they had heard murky 
points of view, but they had not heard 
mine yet. This was the one thing I wanted 
to get across. 
Sandlapper: What are you going to do if 
the people in Beaufort come to you in 
the next year or so and say "Pat, we 
really need you back in that school. You 
did more good than any ten people." 
What would you say to them? 
Conroy: It would be impossible for me to 
go back to that school now. I'd feel like 
an idiot every time I got up in class. The 
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"It became very 
important to me to 
tell my story to 
white Southerners." 

students would be saying, "Well, here 
comes the pep rally message," and "When 
is he going to do the old Beethoven 
trick?" I don't want to get in a situation 
where there is going to be that kind of 
pressure. That seems like a gimmick to 
me: The author returns to the island in 
the midst of flash bulbs. People would 
resent that very much. 
Sandlapper: If you found a similar 
situation somewhere else, would you 
accept the challenge? 
Conroy: It probably wouldn't work any
where else. That was a time in my life 
that happened and is over, and I went on 
to other things. I'm doing other things. 
That was a very important time to me. A 
lot of things came to a head that year. 
Sandlapper: So you are not even con
sidering any kind of teaching position 
now-just writing? 
Conroy: I want to write now and see if I 
can do this novel. Then I'll look around. 
Sandlapper: So you made a lot of mon
ey? 
Conroy: Tons, just tons. I wouldn't say 
it's pounds. It's been a lot. 
Sand/apper: What are you going to do 
with all that? Invest it or give it away? 
Conroy: My wife's going to go to law 
school next year. We seem to be living the 
same way; I keep wondering what has 
happened. We pay enormous taxes. 
Sandlapper: It isn't really important right 
now that you find a position? 
Conroy: Right, not right now. I want to 
have time to write this book. Once that's 
over, I can find out what else life has to 
offer. I want to write a novel about The 
Citadel. That is my next project after this 

book I'm working on now. 
Sandlapper: Do you still have fond 
memories of The Citadel? 
Conroy: Extraordinarily fond; you 
wouldn't believe how fond. The Citadel 
was probably the wrong school at the 
wrong time for the wrong person when I 
went there. There is no question in all the 
world-there has never been a stranger 
combination of a school and a human 
being getting together. I think The Cita
del would agree with that 100 percent. I 
think they would totally agree with that. 
I love some of the friends I made there; 
the exotic, eccentric parts of The Citadel 
I love. 
Sandlapper: Why did you go? 
Conroy: Well, I have this father. I think 
Dad thought the Citadel was what was 
created at the marriage feast of Cana. Dad 
loved The Citadel, and he decided this 
would be a fine and fitting place for his 
son who had a basketball scholarship. 
Sandlapper: In your article for Georgia 
magazine (November 1973) about The 
Boo and in The Boo, and in The Water Is 
Wide, too, you talk a great deal about the 
Southern tradition in writing. 
Conroy: I like being Southern, I like 
Southerners, I like rednecks. I just like 
the whole thing, you know, living in the 
South. I was very worried about what 
Hollywood would do with this movie. I 
have never liked their image of the white 
South. Someone told me that a girl from 
the North once told them that she had 
had a very bad experience with Spanish 
moss, and when asked what it was she 
said, "I saw Easy Rider"-and things like 
this, you know, bother me very much 
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because I am very proud of being South
ern and like the tradition of Southern 
writers. 
Sandlapper: Who do you think is part of 
the tradition now? 
Conroy : James Dickey . I think Dickey is 
the best poet of the century. I don't 
know if you have ever read his poetry, 
but some of it is absolutely, unbelievably 
good. I'm very excited about the whole 
mystique about Southern writers. 
Sand/apper: How about William Price 
Fox? 
Conroy: Oh yes, yes. William Price Fox- I 
just love him. 
Sandlapper: But he is not very much 
older really than all of us are, but he 
presents a different part of the South. 
Conroy: He writes about parts of the 
South that I don't know about. What I 
like about the Southern writers is that 
they produce a part they know about
where they have I ived . They al I seem 
different, they all seem equally as valu
able. 
Sandlapper: Of the 
writers , which ones do 
enced you? 

older Southern 
you find influ-

Conroy: Okay, Wolfe; Thomas Wolfe 
stayed in my head during my childhood, 
my youth. I was a fanatic on the subject. 
When I went to New York I wanted to go 
to the bars he went to and stay in the 
hotel that he stayed in. It became a 
passion. I wanted to go to Brooklyn. It 
was obnoxious, I realize this. Still it was 
very exciting. Later on, of course, in the 
world of academia- Faulkner-you always 
genuflect towards Faulkner after while. 
Sandlapper: Walter Sullivan, professor of 
fiction writing at Vanderbilt, said that 
the problem with Southern literature of 
the 1960s and '70s is that "all morally 
qualitative standards have been reduced 
to one single measurement; where does 
one stand on civil rights?" He sees this 
racial obsession as really having a bad 
effect on Southern literature. 
Conroy: I don't see it as a bad effect. I 
think that times change, things change, 
literature changes; you can't say this is 
Southern literature, this is what Southern 
I iterature is. It's going to be evolving, it's 
got to evolve. I think it is just as valid to 
be concerned with civil rights as it was to 
take on the whole thing of assuming 
Southern virtue-as other writers have 
done in other times, including the whole 
Vanderbilt group. They were very con
cerned about upholding the standard 
"nigger" image that they were writing 
about, but it's changing now. I just don't 
see his being so concerned about this, 
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I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE __ ZIP-- I 
1

1 

Mail to Sea Pines Plantation, Box 5118-BI. 1

1 Hilton Head Island, S.C. 29928, or call Edward I Clements, Dir., Villa Retreats (803) 785-5111. I 
L----------------~ 
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when this is what the Southern writers 
are choosing to write about. They are not 
being brainwashed into it or anything 
else. This is what is important in our era. 
All of us grew up with this thing. We can 
all remember blacks sitting in balconies, 
we can remember blacks not going to our 
high school. As far as what we choose to 
write about, this is what was most im
portant in our own growing up. 
Sandlapper: It has often been remarked 
about Faulkner that one of the main 
things that produced his best creations 
has been the contrast of the new along
side the old. Do you think that this is still 
a big thing in the South? 
Conroy : Sure, I think that every South
erner by nature looks back at the same 
time he is looking forward. When the 
Southerner really messes up is when his 
neck is constantly turned around; when 
he thinks, "What is it all for?" and grieves 
over that lost heritage. I think that 
turning your head both ways is one thing 
that adds richness to Southern literature. 
Sandlapper: Do you think you have 
become a part of that rich tradition? 
Conroy: No, hell no, no, no, no, no. I am 
going to try to become a part of it. It's 
really going to take, you know, a long, 
long time. 

"I think that every Southerner by nature looks 
back at the same time he is looking forward. When 
the Southerner really messes up is when his neck is 
constantly turned around." 

lrampolines ... Enjoy the Gasoline Shortage at Home with the Family 

4 SIZES IN STOCK 
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TENT & AWNING CO. 
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"Believe me. Nobody appreciates 
Blue Cross service more than I do." 
"As the company's chief bookkeeper, I used to be 
bothered filling out one health claim after another 
for other employees. But now that we 've changed 
to Blue Cross, I concentrate on keeping the books 
for the boss. That makes me happy, and the way 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield takes care of hospital 
and doctor expenses keeps everyone else happy, 
too. " 

If your bookkeeper is bothered with hospital 
claims, tell the boss to call Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of South Carolina. Your bookkeeper isn 't 
the only one who 'll thank you for it. 

• IN YOUR BEST INTEREST ... 

Blue Cross® 
Blue Shield® 
of South Carolina 



Fiction 

The Boy-Cat~h;;er 
T

hey are a part of every life; instances 
or events that are I ifted intact from 
their chronological place and trans

ported timelessly with their owner. They 
deal with every imaginable subject, with 
only their vividness in common. 

My particular souvenir concerns a crea
ture that only a few mortals have been 
privileged to encounter. This creature is 
as elusive as the Loch Ness monster and 
as vicious as a wounded lion. He is called 
The Boy-Catcher. 

In the fall of 1955 I was seven. I did 
not know then that seven is the prime age 
for victims of the Boy-Catcher. If I had, I 
never would have ventured into his lair so 
unsuspectingly. 

I came home from school that day in 
the fall of 1955 and found a glorious 
thing in progress: Sam and Pee Wee were 
cleaning hedgerows- ditchbanks that are 
cleaned by chopping down all the under
growth in and along the ditch. The 
cleaning of hedgerows is a wondrous 
event to a boy of seven. This is his chance 
to be with men. This is his chance to use 
a shovel, a bush ax and maybe an ax. This 
is his chance to do real work, just like all 
the other farmhands. 

But the most important of these is the 
chance to be with men- grown men who 
did strange and enchanting things . They 
smoked and swore; and autumn being a 
little chilly in the South at times, they 
took periodic drinks from a communal 
bottle of liquid heat. 

Sam and Pee Wee were my bridge to 
the magic grownup world. They were 
both black and in their middle thirties. 
They lived on our farm and helped work 
the crops of tobacco, corn, cotton and 
soybeans. In return they received a share 
of these crops and a place to live. 

I used to spend afternoons after school 
at my grandmother's house, since both 
my mother and father worked . It seemed 
like the size farm necessary to provide a 
living increased yearly , and Mom and Dad 
worked to make ends meet. 

"Grandmama, where's Sam and Pee 
Wee? They said I could help them shell 
corn for the hogs today." 

"They ' re cleaning the hedgerow next 
to the pecan trees. Your daddy told them 
to shell the corn this morning because we 
was about out." She saw the gleam in my 
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eyes. "Now don't you go and bother 
them, they got work to do and you're too 
little to help." 

"Yes'm. Can I go fishing for minnows 
then?" 

"Yes, but be par ti cu lar. Don't fal I in 
that ditch and get wet." 

I failed to hear this warning, for I was 
out the door and down the road, pausing 
only long enough to retrieve my min
now-fishing gear from under the edge of 
the house. This gear consisted of a cane 
about 4 feet long, the kind that grows 
wild in the marshy low places we called 
branches. Attached precariously to the 
end of the cane was a 3-foot length of 
regular old tobacco twine . The rest of the 
gear included a short hoe for digging 
worms and two cans, a little one for the 
worms and a big one for the minnows. 

Minnow fishing is a little different 
from ordinary angling. No hook is used, 
because minnows are too little to bite 
hooks and 7-year-old boys are too reck
less to fish with them. The procedure 
went something like this : After I'd dug a 
few worms, I'd take them down to the 
branch, which was a large natural drain 
running through the farm. It eventually 
joined forces with another branch and got 
big enough to be called a swamp and 
made its way to Black River some eight 
miles away, but I didn't know that at the 
time. What I did know was that it was full 
of minnows. 

I'd pick a likely spot, set down my 
tackle and get to work . I'd tie a worm 
onto the end of the string, being careful 
not to pull the knot too tight. Then I'd 
lower the worm into the midst of a 
school of minnows. They'd attack the 
worm with the ferocity of piranha. Then 
I'd maneuver the worm in front of one of 
the big minnows, and when he bit I'd try 
to pull him out before he let go. Not an 
easy task, but 7-year-old minnow fisher
men are known for their patience. 

All of this is important because it 
explains how I came to disobey my 
grandmother's instructions and found 
myself right in the area where Sam and 
Pee Wee were working. It just happened 
that the stretch of branch they were 
cleaning contained the biggest, fighting
est, most sought-after minnows ever to 
bite a worm on the end of a piece of 

tobacco twine. And having bested the 
minnows in most other areas of the 
branch, I decided I was ready to try my 
luck against the big ones in the branch by 
the pecan trees. 

I came up to where they were working 
from the opposite way, having followed 
the branch through the woods to avoid 
Grandmama seeing me and mistakenly 
accusing me of going to bother Sam and 
Pee Wee. I was really fishing for min
nows: It just happened that they were 
cleaning right where I wanted to fish. 

"Hey Sam. Hey Pee Wee. What y'all 
doing?" 

"You know we cleanin' hedgerows, 
boy. Your grandma done told you that." 
This was Sam, who tried to be gruff but 
never succeeded . 

she did. 

Can't I stay and watch? I won't get in the 
way ." 

"No," Sam said, but Pee Wee took my 
side. 

"Let him stay on, Sam. He ain't go' 
hurt nothin' ." 

Sam turned to me . "All right, son, set 
on that stump, and don't stick your head 
up under this ax. And you better mind 
what I say, cause if you don't I'll tell 
your daddy." 

I went and sat on the stump. Sam and 
Pee Wee worked. I sat on the stump. I 
stood it as long as I could , but in the end 
I had to give in. I started out slowly, just 
asking a question or two, and gradually 
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worked my way up to where I was trying 
to swing a bush ax twice as big as I was 
and about to amputate something with 
every swing. I got in the way. 

But I was in heaven - or so I thought 
until I raised the bush ax to chop at a 
particularly stubborn gum bush about a 
quarter-inch in diameter and heard Sam's 
urgent whisper: 

"Hush." 
"What is it, Sam?" Pee Wee asked. 
"Seem like I hear that Boy-Catcher 

coming through them woods." 
I was not taken in by this obvious 

ruse, but I listened anyway . It couldn't 
hurt to be careful. Now Pee Wee spoke 
up. 

"Seem like I hear him too, Sam. What 
you reckon he after?" 

"I don't know, Pee Wee. Ain't no boys 
aroun----." 

Sam stopped this sentence in midair, 
and both he and Pee Wee turned to me 
with the realization that there was a boy 
around. I was beginning to be a little 
nervous, but I was determined not to let 
their little game scare me and make me 
run. 1 ·would have.. made it too, if I hadn't 

"r. . 

heard, at that precise moment of suspen
sion between belief and disbelief, the 
sound of The Boy-Catcher coming 
through the forest from the direction of 
the highway. It was an inhuman sound, 
something like I imagine the abominable 
snowman would make crashing through 
the forest. The crashing was broken by 
loud thuds and accompanying grunts and 
groans, which I took to be The Boy
Catcher slashing his way through the big 
pines and oaks that grew in those woods. 

I stood rooted for some time. For a 
split second I would hear no sound, and 
would almost convince myself that I was 
imagining things; then the sound would 
come again, nearer than before. Finally, 
after what seemed like five hours- but 
must have been more like five seconds
Pee Wee broke the silence. 

"It you he after, boy. He don't like no 
grown mens- they too tough . Boy 'bout 
your size good and tender. You better get 
gone from here." He said all this in a 
staccato spray, turning me around toward 
the house at the same time. His prodding 
was all it took. It got me moving. 

We were only about 50 yards from the 
driveway leading to Grandmama's house, 
but it seemed I ran those 50 yards 
forever. I ran down the edge of the 
branch, since it was the shortest and 
easiest way out. About halfway to the 
road I discovered I still had the bush ax, 
dragging it behind me like a wild, thrash
ing guillotine as I ran. Nothing to do then 
but keep it, the end of the handle 
clenched tightly in my fist. If The Boy
Catcher cornered me, l 'd turn and fight 
him with my last breath. He'd never take 
me alive . 

During all this running I could hear 
The Boy-Catcher behind me, laughing 
over the prospects of his newest con
quest. The laughter was strange- at once 
high and hysterical and low and guttural. 
It was almost like two separate laughs . As 
I neared the road it seemed that I was 
out-distancing the fiend. The maniacal 
laughter seemed to fade farther and far
ther into the forest, and by the time I 
made the turn toward Grandmama's I 
couldn't feel his hot putrid breath on my 
neck anymore. 

I ran the remainder of the way just for 
safety's sake , dragging the bush ax behind 
me still. I collapsed, out of breath and 
full of relief, on the back steps . Grand
mama came running from the lot where 
she had been milking the cow. 

"What's the matter, son? Are you 
hurt?" 

waved her questions aside but 

managed to gasp that I would answer 
when I had rested. 

She got the story out of me, though, 
as Grandmamas will, and she seemed less 
than pleased when I told her that if it 
hadn't been for Sam and Pee Wee I would 
never have heard The Boy-Catcher before 
it was too late . And when I told her how 
the monster's laugh seemed to be high 
and low at once, as if it were two separate 
laughs , she got mad. She told me to stay 
in the house and went out muttering 
something about "those two." She came 
back in a little while, looking satisfied 
that the problem was solved. I was 
grounded for the rest of the afternoon. 

Grandmama tried later to convince me 
that there was no Boy-Catcher. She said it 
was just Sam and Pee Wee scaring me. But 
I remembered hearing him as he slashed 
his way through the undergrowth, look
ing for a tender young boy of about seven 
for the pot. Grandmama said that was 
just Buck, our neighbor, chasing a hog 
that got out and ran into our woods. 

I admit I never actually saw The 
Boy-Catcher, but I felt his presence. I 
was even sure I had felt his foul breath on 
my neck as I ran down the ditch bank 
toward the driveway, waving that bush ax 
wildly behind. 

I did notice that Sam and Pee Wee 
acted strangely for a few days, though. 
They avoided me like the plague, and 
when they couldn't escape, they acted 
sheepish and embarrassed . I guess they 
felt uncomfortable when I thanked them 
for warning me about the dangers of The 
Boy-Catcher. Most people would be un
easy in the presence of someone whose 
life they had saved, I suppose . 

My fear of The Boy-Catcher didn't last 
long. I reasoned that if he wanted me, he 
could get me no matter where I was. And 
when he didn't snatch me from my sleep 
within the week after our encounter in 
the branch, I relaxed a little. In fact, after 
two weeks had passed and I was still alive, 
I even got a little cocky . After a month, I 
convinced myself that there never was a 
Boy-Catcher, and that Grandmama had 
been right when she said it was only Sam 
and Pee Wee scaring me. After that, I was 
never afraid of him again. 

But I never fished for minnows or 
cleaned hedgerows in that part of the 
branch again until I was eight. Then I was 
"too tough" and no longer considered a 
delicacy by that murderous monster, The 
Boy-Catcher . 

Laurin Baker is a free-lance writer from 
Columbia. 
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Nick and Lalla Craig explored and 
golfed extensively before 

decidil]g on the Shipyard side 
of Hilton Head lsland. 

Nick first visited Hilton Head seven years ago. Then he and Lalla visited for a week 
of golfing and to look for a vacation home to buy in the Spring of 1971. 

They explored all the island's fairways and developments before deciding on Shipyard 
Plantation. They loved the way Shipyard villas are carved from the lush, tropical foliage. 
Plus the fact that it borders what they consider the finest golf course on the island, or any
where else for that matter. 

Recently, a friend who lives 
near their other home in Maine 
visited the Craigs for eleven days. 
As a result of her stay, she and 
her husband will move into their 

own 
Shipyard 
Plantation 
villa very 
soon. 

The 
Craigsplan 
to stay on 
the island 

through the winter and into June, 
when Nick will return to Maine to 
tend to various business matters. 
Lalla says they'll possibly rent 
their antique-filled villa during the 
summer months. A number of 
Shipyard residents do this at 
various times during the year. If 
you'd like to visit, you might 
request a copy of A Guide to 
Vacationing on Hilton Head Island. 
Write: Charles Rousek, Vice Pres
ident, The Hilton Head Company, 
P.O. Box 1304 Hilton Head 
Island, South Carolina 29928 . 

• THE HILTON HEAD COMPANY 
A Subszdz"ary of Oxford Ffrsc Corp. 

Obtain HUD property report from developer and read it before signing anything. HUD neither approves the merits 
of the offering nor the value of the property as an investment, if any. This offering not available to residents of 
states where prohibited by law. 



F
lowering crabapples are deciduous 
(leaf-shedding) trees or shrubs. Their 
flowers range in color from white to 

brilliant pink and purple. Their fruits, 
which vary from pea size to two inches in 
diameter, are green, yellow or red. The 
fruit of some varieties drops in the fall, 
while on other species it clings through 
winter. 

These attractive ornamental plants are 
suited to small houses and yards as well as 
to large estates, parks and highway plant
ings. They grow well in most kinds of 
soil, even in very poor soil if it has good 
drainage. 

Flowering crabapples can be grown 
successfully if you buy plants especially 
adapted to your area, plant them in early 
spring, carefully prepare the planting 
holes, maintain a good mulch around the 
base of the plants and make sure that 
they are watered well during dry spells. 

There are several ways to discover 
what varieties will be the best suited to 
your needs. Talking to a reputable 
nurseryman is one very good way 
(generally he will sell only those varieties 
which are adapted to your area}. Another 
way is to ask neighbors which kinds have 
done well for them. You may also con
tact your county or state agricultural 
agent. 

Flowering crabapple blossoms are 
single, semidouble or double. Single 
flowers have five petals; semidouble 
flowers have six to eleven petals; double 
flowers have twelve or more petals. 

Species of flowering crabapple which 
do exceedingly well in South Carolina 
are: Aldenham, Bechtel, Carmine, Doro
thea, Japanese, Katherine, Parkman, 
Redbud and Tea. 

Aldenham is a spreading shrub or small 
tree that grows 10 to 15 feet tall. I ts 
flowers, single and semidouble, are 
purplish-red. It blooms annually, and its 
leaves are first red, but with the passing 
of time they change in color to purplish 
bronze and then to light green. 

Bechtel is an upright, spreading tree 
that grows 10 to 15 feet tall. Bechtel's 
flowers are double, pink or pink rose, and 
measure about two inches across. This 
species blooms annually, but it rarely 
bears fruit. 

Carmine is a spreading shrub. Its 
flowers, about one inch in diameter, are 
single and rose or rose pink. Carmine's 
leaves are glossy and dark green. Its fruit 
is either yellow or red. 

Dorothea is an upright, spreading 
shrub or small tree. I ts flowers are semi
double or double, rose pink in color and 
measure two inches across. Its fruit is 
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FLOWERING 
CRABAPPLES 

By Albert P. Hout 

yellow to orange yellow. Dorothea 
blooms annually. 

Japanese is an upright spreading shrub. 
Its flowers are single and red to pinkish 
white. The fruit is yellow, brown or red, 
about one-half inch in diameter. 

Katherine is a spreading shrub that 
grows 10 to 15 feet tall. I ts flowers are 
semidouble or double, pink to pinkish 
white, and about two inches across . 
Katherine's fruit, greenish yellow, is 
about one-half inch in diameter . 

Parkman is a slow-growing shrub that 
grows six to seven feet tall. Its flowers are 
double, pink to rose pink and measure 
about one inch in diameter. Parkman 
blooms annually; its fruit is reddish 
brown. 

Redbud is an upright, spreading tree 
that grows seven to ten feet tall. I ts 
flowers are single and pinkish white in 
color. Redbud's fruit is red and about 
one-half inch in diameter. 

Tea is a spreading, V-shaped tree that 
grows eight to twelve feet tall. I ts flowers 
are single and pink to white in color. The 
blossoming of Tea is heavier in alternate 
years. The fruit of this species is greenish 
yellow with a reddish tinge, about one
quarter inch in diameter. 

The planting site for flowering crab
apples should be well drained and provide 
sufficient growing space. Allow at least 
150 square feet for small species and 300 
to 500 square feet for larger species. 

Dig the planting hole about 18 inches 
deep and twice the diameter of the root 
ball or spread of the roots. Build up or 
remove soil from the bottom of the hole 
until the plant rests slightly higher than it 

was at the nursery. Fill up the hole with 
topsoil and press it firmly around the 
roots. Water the plant thoroughly. 

Stake and brace the plant at the time 
of planting. This will reduce the chances 
of the root damage that frequently occurs 
if stakes are driven later. 

After planting cover the soil under the 
branches with a mulching material 
ground tobacco stems, peat moss, bark, 
leaves or pine needles. Add new mulching 
material annually to maintain its thick
ness. Mulching helps keep soil moist, and 
as it decays it provides nutrients for the 
plant. Mulching also discourages weeds 
from growing. 

Flowering crabapples are fairly 
drought-resistant, and normal rainfall is 
usually adequate; during droughts, how
ever, they should be watered at weekly 
intervals. 

After flowering crabapples have re
covered from transplanting, growth can 
be speeded up by applying the same 
fertilizer that you use for your lawn or 
garden. Apply it once between late winter 
and early spring. Use two pounds of 
fertilizer per inch of trunk diameter. Do 
not let the fertilizer touch the trunk. 

Flowering crabapples need only light 
pruning, which should entail no more 
than removing shoots at the base of the 
trunk, shoots at the top of the plant and 
branches that are dead, diseased or 
broken. The best time to prune is in 
winter. Coat all pruning cuts with white 
lead paint or tree-wound dressing. 

Albert P. Hout is a free-lance writer from 
Appomattox, Va. 
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E
very morning when James C . Self, 
president of Greenwood Mills, arrives 
at his office in the firm's downtown 

Executive Bui I ding, he receives a daily 
briefing from several of the key 
executives who compose the textile 
company 's top management team . Usu
ally the informal conference takes place 
in Self 's office, where an old-fashioned 
rolltop desk sits conspicuously near the 
president's modern flat-top model. 

This old oak piece was the personal 
desk of Self's father, the late James C. 
Self Sr . Its former quarters were much 
less pretentious, but it stands with time
less dignity in its present surroundings, a 
silent witness to the activities of a sec
ond-generation industrial team. To Self 
and his associates the mellowed old desk 
is more than a sentimental keepsake; it is 
part of the Greenwood Mills heritage and 
a reminder of the company's philosophy 
that " Dedication to the finest quality 
stands behind every yard of Greenwood 
fabric," and that "People are more im
portant than anything else." 

It is this philosophy of placing first 
importance on the people of Greenwood 
Mills that makes the South Carolina
based, family owned and operated textile 
enterprise somewhat different from other 
large chains. For nearly 65 years, since 
the senior Self became president of the 
company, the team approach has charac
terized operations of the textile firm, an 
unusually close-knit organization in 
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which the people- from top management 
to production employees- are personally 
committed to a common goal, working 
together in concerted effort. 

For this and other reasons, including a 
liberal policy of promotions within the 
company, longtime service with Green
wood is the rule rather than the 
exception . Sixteen of the 18 plants are 
located within a 25-mile radius (in Green
wood and Laurens counties), a conveni
ence to employees that allows 
promotions from one location to another 
without the necessity for families to 
move. Significantly, the 14 officers of the 
company (excluding Self) have a com
bined total of 291 years of service and an 
average of nearly 20 years each . Among 
them are three men who join in corporate 
decision-making: Executive Vice Presi
dents C. D. Blalock, finance; Robert A. 
Liner, manufacturing; and Cecil Brown
ing, sales. 

In the early years the success of 
Greenwood Mills helped to usher in a new 
era of economic growth and community 
progress for Greenwood County. During 
his lifetime James C. Self Sr. once ob
served: "I don't think much of a man 
who makes money in a community and 
then forgets about it." These were not 
idle words. As the textile firm prospered 
and grew, it enabled Mr. and Mrs . Self Sr. 
to establish first the Self Foundation and 
later the Mathews Foundation (neither 
has any connection with Greenwood 

Mills) which have poured millions of 
dollars into community and state im
provement. Figures show that since their 
inception in the 1940s the two founda
tions have contributed more than $9 
million for medical and educational 
purposes. Self Memorial Hospital in 
Greenwood, now county owned, was 
established and maintained for years 
through Self Foundation funds . The 
hospital still receives aid from the founda
tion. 

While growing up in the late 19th 
century Jim Self, son of a country doctor 
and a former school teacher, helped his 
widowed mother operate the family farm 
in Edgefield County. Setting his sights on 
a higher education he enrolled in the first 
class at Clemson College in 1893, digging 
ditches on the raw campus for eight cents 
an hour to help pay his tuition. Then 
came the depression of 1894. Discour
aged when he was paid less than $100 for 
four bales of cotton, Jim left college and 
went to work as a clerk in a country 
store. By living frugally he managed to 
save $150 to pay his tuition at a business 
college; after completing his training he 
took a job as bookkeeper at the old Bank 
of Greenwood. Within a few years he was 
promoted to cashier . 

Meantime, Self acquired 14 shares of 
stock in the Greenwood Cotton Mill, the 
community's first industry, organized in 
1889 by William L. Durst. The industry 
prospered, and a second plant opened in 
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&REENWOOD MlllS: 
ASElF 
ENTERPRISE 

By Beth Ann Klosky 
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-All photos courtesy Greenwood Mills 

The late James Cuthbert Self Sr., who led Greenwood Mills to stability and 
success, seated at his rolltop desk. The original Greenwood Cotton Mill, opposite 
page, as it appeared when Self became its president and treasurer in 1908. 

1905. By then Durst had died and his 
brother J. K. Durst, organizer and first 
president of the Bank of Greenwood, was 
serving as president. When the panic of 
1907 came along conditions changed for 
the worse, and by 1908 Greenwood 
Cotton Mill was in trouble. The second 
plant closed down; the original plant 
remained in operation, but with its old 
machinery becoming obsolete and the 
mill's debt greater than its total value, the 
future looked black. In its darkest hour 
the mill's board of directors turned to 
Jim Self, a red-haired, blue-eyed young 
man of 32 who was known for his 
business acumen and organizational abili
ty. Jim agreed to take over as president 
and treasurer of the mill (at an annual 
salary of $1,800) despite the fact that 
people kept asking him, "How can you 
save that broken-down, bankrupt mill?" 

A less stubborn man might have 
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thrown in the sponge, but not Self. He 
was in the mill office before daybreak 
and long after midnight trying to figure a 
way to keep going. There was never 
enough money to buy the cotton to 
operate and meet the payroll of 250 
employees. Self realized the mill was 
doomed unless new machinery could be 
obtained; but how could it be done 
without collateral? Determined to find a 
way, he went to Boston to discuss his 
plight with manufacturers, and through 
salesmanship, enthusiasm and his own 
unmistakable integrity he persuaded them 
to take a chance and provide the 
machinery on a deliver now, pay later 
basis. 

Jim Self had a rare capacity for match
ing men and machines and an intuitive 
grasp of the ability and potential of 
associates he brought into the company. 
The first of the original team wa~ P.O. 

Wade, who became superintendent of the 
cotton mill in 1908. The mill showed 
only a small net profit in 1910, but two 
years later profits were up to $46,600; 
the second plant had reopened and the 
number of spindles had doubled. The 
following year J. B. Harris Sr ., another 
longtime associate, joined the company. 
Harris became Self's right-hand man and 
helped him guide the destiny of Green
wood Mills for 42 years, until the death 
of the senior Self . Harris was chairman of 
the board when he retired in 1962. Other 
men who became part of Jim Self's team 
were L. B. Adams, who was treasurer for 
many years and who retired as executive 
vice president; Joe Chalmers, who headed 
manufacturing; and Horace Brinson, 
veteran secretary . 

By 1916 Self had acquired a majority 
of the mill's stock, and with profits that 
year at $108,000 he resigned his job at 
the bank and assumed full-time duties at 
the mill. Additional looms were pur
chased; improvements on employee hous
ing went forward; a church for the mill 's 
employees was constructed; a night shift 
was initiated successfully despite warn
ings that it wouldn't work; and that same 
year Jim married Lura Mathews, daughter 
of one of his early employers in the 
country store of Durst and Mathews. 

In the 23 years between the world 
wars the foundation on which the mod
ern textile firm had risen was solidified . 
By remaining in a liquid position the 
company was able to take advantage of 
opportunities as they arose without bor
rowing money (Greenwood' s expansion 
over the years has been financed wholly 
from within the organization), and at the 
end of World War I the Greenwood 
enterprise was one of the textile opera
tions with its head above water. When 
business conditions improved Self ac
quired an interest in Ninety Six Cotton 
Mill. 

Throughout the '20s and '30s the 
company continued to grow. During that 
period an expansion was begun at Ninety 
Six Cotton Mill; Grendel Mill . No. 2 in 
Greenwood was purchased. renamed 
Mathews for Self's father-in-law; the plant 
modernized and its production doubled. 
When the Depression hit, the sound finan
cial structure of the Self organization 
enabled it to forge ahead despite eco
nomic setbacks. In those years marking 
the initiation of government direction 
and governme nt control Self's chief con
cern was the welfare of his employees. He 
kept enough currency on hand to meet 
the week ly payrolls, loading it in a truck 
in his backyard and hauling it to the 
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Greenwood Mills 
President James C. 
Self (center) ex
plains the opera
tion of a corduroy 
cutting machine to 
L. L. Underwood 
as operator Judy 
Martin looks on. 

plants on payday. By 1935, when most of 
the country was still recovering from the 
Depression, Greenwood was on three 
shifts a day; by the end of the year Jim 
Self had purchased all outstanding stock 
to become sole owner of Greenwood 
Cotton M ii I. Two years later Mathews 
Plant was expanded to become the largest 
single plant in the world producing 
fabrics from spun rayon . 

During World War 11 the plants pro
duced millions of yards of fabrics for the 
armed forces. Mathews Plant alone wove 
more than 40 million yards of a special 
poplin used for cold weather garments, a 
performance for which it received the 
Army-Navy E award four times . After the 
war the company organized its own sell
ing house, Greenwood Mills, Inc., which 
now occupies several floors of a New 
York skyscraper and directs district sales 
offices in 10 major American cities from 
coast to coast, pl us an office in London . 

Because of the transportation problem 
mill villages were a product of necessity 
during the early history of the textile 
industry. Long before they came under 
attack by the critics Jim Self's thinking 
on the subject proved he was way ahead 
of his time. In 1916 he said: "Every man 
ought to have a home. The sense of 
possession ... the labor to render a house 
beautiful and comfortable refines ... and 
promotes virtue, religion and patriot
ism- everything upon which society de
pends for its peace and permanence." 

One way Self sought to inspire, uplift 
and challenge his workers was to provide 
employees and their families with good 
homes in attractive surroundings. Turning 
so-called mill villages into community 
assets, Greenwood Mills built whole new 
residential areas of substantial brick 
houses in varied design, complete with 
landscaped yards, shrubbery and seeded 
lawns. An example is Harris Village, 
where wide streets are lined with four- to 
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seven-room brick houses constructed of 
the best materials and featuring all mod
ern conveniences. 

In employee housing alone Self was an 
innovater in industrial progress. He was 
one of those leaders who helped bring 
about the New South and the resulting 
sociological change that led to the sale of 
mill homes to employees. Some 1,500 
Greenwood Mills homes were offered for 
sale to employees beginning in 1962, but 
Self did not live to see the transition; he 
died in 1955 at the age of 79. By 1967 
every mill home was privately owned and 
the company had turned over its water, 
electric and sewer facilities to the City of 
Greenwood, the Town of Ninety Six and 
the Greenwood REA. 

An organization especially close to 
Self's heart was the Quarter Century Club 
of mill employees . At its first meeting in 
1948 when the first Quarter Century pin 
was presented to him by his son J.C. Self 
Jr., the father said: "Son, I hope you stay 
with this organization as long as I have 
and have people as good to work with as I 
have." The second James C. Self recalled 
this affectionate remark when he assumed 
his father's place as president. 

During the past 18 years Greenwood 
has forged steadily ahead, changing and 
expanding to meet modern challenges . In 
contrast to old-line procedures, Mathews 
plant was modernized in 1957-58 as three 
units to make it more competitive. Sepa
rate and specialized units were also estab
lished within Greenwood and Ninety Six 
Mills; all plants built since 1950 now 
operate as specialized units . In the 1960s 
Sloan and Adams plants at Ninety Six 
and Chalmers plant at a site near Durst 
were constructed. Looking beyond coun
ty boundaries the firm next acquired 
Joanna Cotton Mills in Laurens County, 
transforming the facilities into four 
specialized plants. Then came acquisition 
of a plant in Orangeburg, recognized as 
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the most modern in the world for dyeing 
and finishing light-weight textiles. A 
second Orangeburg plant, 18th in the 
chain, was recently purchased and will 
specialize in knit goods-the company's 
latest venture. Meantime, a growing need 
for additional administrative office space 
led Greenwood Mills to acquire the old 
Oregon Hotel, which was renovated, 
modernized and is the textile firm's 
corporate headquarters. 

The historic rolltop desk in the presi
dent's office is a vivid reminder of in
dustrial pioneering, but the man who sits 
beside it today is representative of a 
modern technological age which has seen 
the Greenwood textile firm emerge as a 
highly sophisticated, streamlined opera
tion. A young grandfather in his early 
fifties, the second Jim Self displays the 
same energy and drive of the president 
before him, but the personalities of father 
and son are different. Sandy-haired, not 
quite so tall, the second-generation presi
dent has an engaging, rather shy manner 
and is described by his associates as still a 
country boy at heart. He's reserved 
around strangers, dislikes big cities and 
hates to make speeches. 

"Little Jim" as he was affectionately 
known in his youth received an early 
indoctrination in textile manufacturing. 
At age 12 he began accompanying his 
father on business trips that resulted in 
many good things being "rubbed off" on 
him. When he was 16 he went to work in 
the plants and learned the industry from 
the ground up. After graduating from The 
Citadel with a degree in business adminis
tration, Jim served overseas during World 
War 11. He married his childhood sweet
heart Virginia Turner, and their two sons 
are now the third generation of Selfs 
associated with the company. 

There have been times when decisions 
made by the second-generation president 
prompted old-timers to remark, "Your 
father wouldn't have done it that way." 
Jim's reply was always the same: "Condi
tions have changed; if my father were 
alive he'd do things differently now." 

By 1967 Greenwood was listed in the 
top 20 textile enterprises in the nation, 
with a growth pattern indicating an 
eventual rank in the top 10. Currently 
Greenwood Mills employs 6,500 people 
and has an annual payroll of more than 
$40 million . Its plants produce each week 
approximately 6 million yards of fabrics 
in styles ranging from corduroys and 
poplins to fine-count batistes and various 
types of synthetics, most of it marketed 
finished. The fabrics go into clothing, 
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industrial uses and home furnishings. 
Besides marketing its own cloth the New 
York-based Greenwood Mills, Inc ., is also 
the selling house for Inman Mills in 
Inman and Harmony Grove in Commerce, 
Ga. 

As in the past, quality is at the heart 
of Greenwood Mills. Its long list of 
satisfied customers, some of whom date 
back to the 1920s, is ample proof of its 
reputation for quality fabrics. Over the 
years the textile firm's research depart
ment has developed a number of new 
fabrics including "Bondyne," which 
bridged the gap between lower priced 
fabrics and the higher priced easy-care 
blends. Philosophically the management 
opposes unions and so advises its em
ployees, because the company feels that 
it can do more for its people in a more 
personal, nonunion operation . 

All of Greenwood's operating units 
and its employees are a part of the 
community. In fact, the company encour
ages its workers to be a vital force in 
community life . Its thinking along this 
line is indicated by the decision to sup
port the local YMCA rather than provide 
a company swimming pool, to develop a 
community playground rather than one 
for mill families. The Self Memorial 
Hospital, as well as churches and schools 
built by the company, were all turned 
over to the county, the congregations and 
the public school system . 

Looking to the years ahead James C. 
Self predicts that the textile industry wil I 
experience new and dramatic develop
ments and that Greenwood Mills, operat
ing under a well-defined growth pattern, 
will move on to higher plateaus of tech
nology and achievement. Whatever the 
future holds for the family owned enter
prise, Jim Self will continue to credit its 
success to the many valuable men and 
women who make up his working team
from the officers and office staff to the 
superintendents, supervisers and produc
tion workers who are "the bedrocks of 
Greenwood's operating strength." 

The character of quality that has made 
Greenwood Mills a distinguished name in 
textiles was no accident. It is the out
growth of the Self philosophy that gives 
priority to human values and considers it 
both an obligation and a privilege to serve 
community, state and nation in the best 
interests of mankind. 

Beth Ann Klosky is a free-lance writer 
from Anderson and the author of The 
Pendleton Legacy: An Illustrated History 
of the District. 
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cement. The complex is usually managed 
by a board of tenants. Occupants jointly 
handle taxes, maintenance and other 
financial matters. Each is, in fact, a 
shareholder in his own bright, immaculate 
commune. 

"What you're buying, really, is air 
space and wallpaper," a realty agent said. 
"The only difference is that it's your 
privately owned air space, and you can 
hang pictures on it." 

The individual tenant owns only the 
inside of his condo unit. The exterior is 
community property, as is the roof, the 
lawn, the outside walls and just about 
anything seen through the windows. This 
nonownership is so absolute, generally, 
that the condo community even pays for 
the fire protection on the outside of the 
unit. 

Yet the appeal is increasing so rapidly 
now that knowledgeable realtors believe 
that many aging hotels in the state, losing 
the dollar battle to motels, will soon 
become converted into high-rise condos. 
Among the first such transformations 
proposed in South Carolina happened in 
Charleston, involving the once-elegant 
Fort Sumter Hotel which dominates the 
Battery. 

Why is there a boom for homes sitting 
on property which the householder does 
not own? Condo-builders are quick with 
an explanation: 

The price of land has skyrocketed in 
South Carolina to the point where an 
individual who wants his own home often 
can't afford the soil on which it would 
sit. Vacant lots which went begging for 
takers at $2,000 as recently as 10 years 
ago now routinely bring $10,000 or more 
from Oconee to Orangeburg to Ocean 
View. It is not a bit unusual, realtors say, 
to find property now selling for 20 times 
its 1950 asking price . 

"The condo is the lazy man's way to 
live," says Burgdorf. "Where else can you 
enjoy apartment living, get a tax rebate 
on interest fees and still establish an 
equity which could rise in value in the 
years to come?" 

It is likely that many South Caro
linians confuse the terms condo and 
townhouse. In fact, there often appears 
to be little exterior difference in the two . 
The townhouse owner, however, not only 
can lay claim to his building, but he also 
has full title to the ground on which it 
rests . Unlike the condo owner, he cuts his 
own grass and buys and repairs his own 
shingles. For the townhouse owner, 
chances are that there are no swimming 
pools within blocks. 
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Condos may be the growing thing 
now, but it is probably too early to 
determine what course this new kind of 
lebensraum will eventually take in the 
state . Some unconvinced realty specialists 
see the boom as only a passing public 
fancy which will fade fast . Others claim 
to observe nothing but silver linings for 
the industry . 

Although the condo may be new to 
America, the history of joint ownership 
and tenancy is almost lost to time. 
Europeans reportedly shared condomini
ums dating to Camelot. 

In their present form, condo villages 
were introduced to the North American 
continent in the late 1950s via stopovers 
in Latin America and in the Caribbean . 

By 1961 it became possible to float 
FHA loans for their purchase, and by 
1962 the General Assembly legislated 
condominium form of title with the 
passage of the Horizontal Property Act, 
as peculiar a term as anybody in Washing
ton ever dreamed up . 

Shoddy workmanship, misleading 
salesmanship and broken promises by 
builders have fractured the dream for 
many condo owners in other states. To 
the credit of South Carolina builders, 
there has been no such hue and cry here. 

Florida has become a fountainhead of 
complaints which have been circulated 
widely by the American press and have 
tended to create a caveat for some 
prospective purchasers. 

Many of the gripes from Florida have 
concerned the price of extras-so called 
"community fees" - and others concern 
construction : In some instances, walls are 
reportedly so thin neighbors can swap 
whispers . 

In South Carolina's two-level family 
units (also termed townhouses by some 
builders}, the constructors swear there is 
at least an inch of dead air insulating 
space between the walls of each apart
ment. Additionally, they say man-made 
insulation up to eight inches thick 
separates most of the wall-to-wall con
structions. (But fire walls may be missing, 
brokers admit.) 

"No, I couldn't guarantee you 
couldn't hear your neighbor play the 
stereo ," a salesman in Mount Pleasant 
said about a condo under construction 
last fall. "But I don't think you could." 

The condos attract both young and 
old, builders brag, and retirees in their 
seventies may be next door neighbors to a 
swinging young couple just out of college. 
Some complexes, however, discreetly dis
courage tenancy by the senior citizen set. 

Along coastal South Carolina, particu
larly on the Grand Strand and in the 
Beaufort-Hilton Head sector, the condos 
are being projected as ideal living quarters 
for retirees. Some are as plush as royal 
velvet and are priced to match. Others ask 
costs which begin in the $20,000 bracket, 
with monthly payments approximating 
what middle-income residents would 
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ordinarily pay for rent. 
Coastal settlement by out-of-state 

retirees is regarded by local chambers of 
commerce as the world's lushest smoke
less industry, with the whole area enjoy
ing money which originates over the 
horizon. 

Georgetown was among the first of the 
coastal communities to unroll the red 
carpet, where nearly 600 units are either 
in existence or in planning for residency 
by both retirees and younger inhabitants. 
Here plantation acreage is being convert
ed into condo sites, such as Wedgefield, 
which baits retirement settlement with 
national magazine advertising which in
sists "you get an 18th century plantation 
and a 20th century golf course." 

But because of the high cost of land, 
many- perhaps most-condos are being 
located in the midst of treeless fields 
which felt the plow as recently as last 
year. Farm owners sold out lock, stock 
and cotton boll when they were offered 
purchase prices which made following a 
furrow unprofitable. 

Condo cultists abound: 
"This is my idea of gracious living," 

gushed a retired manufacturing executive 
in mid-state. "In a condo you don't have 
to think about anything except how 
much vermouth to put in the martini." 

Down the street a businessman says, "I 
enjoy the idea of coming home and 
taking a swim and letting somebody else 
keep the lawn trimmed. A condo is a 
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great place to count bikinis." 
A Myrtle Beach housewife "worried at 

first whether I'd want neighbors this 
close, but it has worked out just grand. 
We used to live in a place where we had 
two acres and dozens of oak trees. Harry 
got to the point where he hated raking all 
those leaves." 

But the condo surely isn't for every
body: 

"My wife fast-talked me into this 
mess," a Charlestonian said. "I miss not 
having my own honest-to-God backyard. 
I don't feel as if I've got any personalized 
stretching space." 

Another contends, "I thought I'd like 
the idea of having a tennis court and 
swimming pool right down the street I 
could use anytime I wanted to." Now, he 
said, he finds, "I rarely use the court and 
my 'share' in the pool is costing me a 
fortune to keep this community bathtub 
filled." 

The condo is, in fact, apartment dwell
ing. The popular two-level unit in South 
Carolina generally offers living room, 
dining room, kitchen, breakfast nook and 
a bath on the ground floor, with perhaps 
a small patio at the rear. Two or three 
bedrooms, plus another bath, occupy the 
upstairs . Storage space is reasonable but 
doesn't compete with grandmother's 
attic. In moderately-priced condos 
($35,000 or less), living space may total 
out to some 1,300 square feet. Sunlight 
may be a premium factor in some units. 
Condo salesman often leave lights burning 
inside "inspection units ." Some otherwise 
would seem rather gloomy, "a little like 
upholstered caves," an unimpressed 
visitor later reported. 

Many condo salesmen discourage occu
pancy by families numbering more than 
three people, including one child. "We 
pitch mainly to couples," one broker 
said. "A lot of people buy into condos to 
get away from kids yelling outside their 
windows." 

Although the appeal of the condo 
beckons all over the state, many experts 
believe the largest colonies will continue 
to be erected near the Atlantic, where 
property values are escalating fastest. In 
the state's larger cities, realtors predict 
the downtown condo boom is only now 
beginning. 

"Spartanburg has not taken to the 
condominium as have many other areas," 
says Leonard Still of Spartanburg, one of 
the ranking executives in the state real
tors' association. Still notes 64 single 
units have been constructed in the area 
and another 64 are scheduled. 

But Still goes on to explain that 
"Spartanburg has had a super-boom of 
apartments in the past five years." Some 
2,400 apartment units are either now 
completed or are nearing finish dates, he 
said . 

Still concedes, "It is a puzzle to me 
why some of these [apartments) were 
not built as condominiums or have not 
been converted since the popularity [ of 
the condo) has increased." 

Can the owner of a condo unit expect 
his investment to keep pace with the 
same kind of inflation which is con
sistently boosting the sale price of con
ventional dwellings? Home values in 
South Carolina are rising by a minimum 
of three percent a year. Many real tors 
contend the condo will offer related 
dollar hikes on resale. 

But, as in the case of a conventional 
home, any resale with in three or four 
years may well represent a healthy loss. 
Realty fees on purchase will cost the 
buyer five to six percent commission; 
resale commissions will be the same. 

Investment may prove something of a 
risk for the retiree on a fixed income or 
for the wage earner unsure his pay will 
keep pace with the inflation spiral. 

His pledged responsibility for shared 
community upkeep now approximates 
$35 a month for a $35,000 unit. "If 
maintenance costs rise, this fee will have 
to go up, too," a Charleston broker said 
candidly. "If we try to take too many 
shortcuts in service, pretty soon the 
whole place will start looking down at the 
heels." 

If an owner refuses to pay this fee, a 
lien is likely to be slapped on his apart
ment unit. It is the stringency of this 
enforced upkeep which is causing some 
South Carolinians to buy into condomini
ums purely for investment purposes. 
"Some people are buying units and rent
ing them out, letting them pay for them
selves," a realty agent said . "Rentals are 
still so tight in South Carolina you could 
hire out a chicken coop for $100 a 
month, especially along the coast." 

A condominium just may be the 
place for you- throw away the lawn 
mower and hedgeclippers and settle down 
beside the pool on a hot day. You might 
find it difficult to start a farm, though, or 
set up that complete home workshop. 
With the condo building boom, you may 
discover one growing up near you. Take a 
look. 

Lt. Col. (Ret.) Tom Hamrick is a free
lance writer from Mount Pleasant. 
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By John Mehrtens 
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Prepares For Visitors 
O

n April 25, South Carolinians will 
have their first look at the River
banks Project, as the gates swing 

open to the public for the first time. 
Unique in the Southeast, the Riverbanks 
Project is a combination of botanical 
gardens, historical sites, outdoor recrea
tional areas, nature trails, scenic over
looks, archeological sites and a major 
zoological park. Located in both Rich
land and Lexington counties, divided by 
the most scenic portion of the Saluda 
River, Riverbanks Park is only five 
minutes fron downtown Columbia. The 

Big Boy, Mary and Susan, the ele
phants, were among the first 
animals to arrive at Riverbanks. 

A simulated tropical rain forest, 
complete with thunderstorms, 
forms one section of the aviary . 

Ape Island, below left, provides 
a habitat with natural bar-
riers for the larger primates. 

These military macaws, below, from 
South America are one of three 
species of macaws in Riverbanks Zoo. 

location is easily accessible from 1-20, 
1-26, 1-126, U.S. 1, U.S. 378, Broad River 
Road, Elmwood Avenue, Gervais Street 
and Bull Street. 

The concept of the Riverbanks Project 
began early in 1968, when the legislative 
delegations of Richland and Lexington 
counties presented a bill to the General 
Assembly to create the Riverbanks Park 
Commission. The legislation was signed 
into law early in July 1969, a director 
was appointed by the already-named 
commission and planning began. The 
Columbia Zoological Society, a private 
group long interested in providing an 
animal-oriented exhibit in the Riverbanks 
area for the people of Columbia, gave its 
assets to the new commission- 16.5 acres 
of land on the Riverbanks site and 
$43,000. The Riverbanks Park Commis
sion was also assured operating funds on 
an annual basis, equally divided among 
the two counties and the City of 
Columbia. An additional amount of 
acreage was leased to the commission by 
South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. for a 
period of 99 years. 

All animals within the zoological park 
are shown in carefully simulated natural
habitat exhibits . The Columbia Zoologi
cal Park polar bear exhibit is designed 
from a scale model taken from actual 
photographs of the polar bear's native 
environment. The visitor views the polar 
bears' exhibit across a hedge of Arctic 
pines backed by basaltic stone. Among 
the soaring basaltic rock outcroppings of 
the large grotto, a colony of Arctic foxes 
may be seen-who in the wild prey upon 
the polar bear for much of their food 
during the winter. Included in the exhibit 

This rare Siberian tiger, one oft~ 
endangered species, is one c 

a pair donated by Clemson alumn 

-Photos by Coates Crewe, cou rtesy Riverbanks Pa 
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Asheville now offers 
it all in one location-the Great Smokies Hilton. 
Enjoy the beauty of the mountains at Asheville's 
new resort hotel with an 18-hole championship 
golf course, indoor/ outdoor tennis and swim
ming. There are playgrounds for the children. 
And for you, lounges and the excellent cuisine 
of our restaurants. Just park your car. Our 
scenic bus tours will take you to all of the ex
citing mountain attractions. If you're traveling 
by air, we'll meet you at the jetport. All you 
could want for a complete vacation is at the 
Great Smokies Hilton in Asheville, N. C. 

Call Larry Zoerner today (Collect 704-254-3211) 
for reservations or a 4-color brochure. Or write 
Great Smokies Hilton, Department SA, Ashe
ville, N. C. 28802. We have special vacation 
packages now available. 

• Great Smokies 
HILTON 



are tumbling waterfalls, which froth and 
swirl into a 90,000 gallon pool which 
re-circulates hourly. Graphics which in
terpret the Arctic world to the visitor 
include interesting facts not only about 
the polar bears themselves, but also the 
foxes, prey species, survival in a hostile 
habitat and the role of the bears in the 
survival and religions of the native 
Eskimo Indians. 

Proceeding through a cleft in the stone 
of the polar bear exhibit, the visitor can 
descend a ramp to an underground 
exhibit, where a television receiver allows 
a glimpse of activities in the sound
proofed cubbing dens, located behind the 
grotto itself. (This closed circuit tele
vision system is also installed in other 
grottos as well.) Also located in this 
underground exhibit is a large, 20-foot
long picture window, through which the 
visitor may view the bottom of the pool 
he has viewed from the surface above and 
watch the giant white bears dive and 
frolic playfully in the depths. Since most 
zoo animals are as curious about people 
as people are curious about them, the 
visitor soon finds he is nose to nose with 
the bears as they swim over for a better 
look. 

The eco-system bird house provides a 
jewel-like setting for the many hundreds 
of birds housed in its interior and exterior 
aviaries. Inside, the visitor may view a 
tropical rain forest, complete with faith
fully duplicated flora and fauna of the 
dense South American jungles, in which 
one may witness a tropical downpour, 
with accompanying thunder and light
ning flashes. The visitor may also view 
sheer canyon walls which soar into 
infinity; or the sea cliffs of the northeast
ern United States; or the ice floes of 
Antarctica and the murky depths of a 
swamp, with cypress draped with Spanish 
moss and flora and fauna native to the 
environment. Visitors view the exhibits 
from a carpeted pedestrian walkway, 
from where they may also read the 
interpretive graphics throughout the bird 
house, which identify the various birds 
and mammals within the exhibits and 
provide many interesting facts about the 
specimens, their habits and native en
vironments. 

A herd of giraffe, along with the 
·spectacular white rhinoceros, ostrich and 
other animals, depicts the South African 
habitat. 

Siamangs and gibbons-members of 
the anthropoid ape family-swing 
through the tree-tops of their native 
home only a few feet from the visitor, on 
Ape Island. 
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The Riverbanks group of Matchie's Tree 
Kangaroos is the largest in the United States. 

The African cheetah, swiftest of all 
mammals, will be exhibited with a 
family group in a natural-habitat grotto. 

The South American toucan, 
below, will reside in the 
aviary's tropical rain forest. 
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Baron, a rare Amur leopard, is one of only 37 known to 
exist in the entire world and only six in the United States. 

The great Nile hippos cavort in their 
simulated African habitat, while nearby 
three African elephants majestically sur
vey their one-acre exhibit yard, which 
provides a large pool for bathing, sand for 
dust baths and a giant termite mound, 
used by the elephants as a " beauty 
treatment" by scraping their rough hides 
against its textured surface . 

For the visitor's comfort during his 
tour of the natural world, two food 
service facilities are provided as well as 
many rest areas, equipped with benches 
and shade trees . A gift shop, with a wide 
range of interesting items from around 
the world, offers the visitor souvenirs of 
his visit. 

Ramps throughout the park allow the 
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use of wheelchairs in all areas . Within the 
botanical gardens, a garden for the blind 
is under development. 

Access to the park area across the 
Saluda River is via a footbridge, which is 
being constructed on the original Old 
State Road bridge abutments, which are 
themselves a part of a National Historic 
Register site, in which is also included the 
Saluda Factory , first te xtile mill in South 
Carolina. 

A family-oriented facility , the River
banks Project truly offers South Caro
linians, as well as out-of-state visitors , a 
unique and rewarding experience- one 
which visitors will wish to relive many, 
many times in return visits . The entire 
facility will be open to the public 365 

days a year, thereby giving each and 
every individual an opportunity to visit 
the park at his convenience; and whether 
the visitor chooses to remain for a few 
hours or the entire day, the fixed admis
sion charge at the entrance gate will 
admit one to all exhibits and all areas 
developed with in the park . 

john M. Mehrtens is director of the 
Columbia Zoological Park. 

This Nile hippopotamus will 
reside in the simulated African 
habitat near the elephants. 
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ON SEAhRook lsLAN 
' 
ltAVE SOME of TltE wildEs 

u'vEEVERME 

But Seabrook is more than tranquility; it's a 
total resort. Islanders play tennis, golf, ride, fish, 
and swim at the Beach and Cahana Club. Others 
spend leisure hours beachcombing and walking 
through the woods. 

Come see Seabrook. Experience the peace 
quiet of the wildest place you could ever 

hope to live ... Seabrook Island, Dept 35, P.O 
Box 99, Charleston, S.C 29402, or phone 803/ 
559-0317 

- ~~~~.1~~N<I 

ither approves the merits of the 
tes where prohibited by law. 



A New Cookbook 
From Charleston 

C
eil Dyer came to Charleston to re
search a book on Carolina cuisine. 
She rented an 18th century kitchen 

house in the historic section of the city 
for six months and settled down to 
work. 

That was two years ago, and while the 
original work is nowhere near comple
tion, Ms. Dyer has finished two other 
books, and Charleston has a new resident. 

She is a writer who gets involved with 
her subject matter. Each one of the 13 
cookbooks she has written is more than a 
selection of recipes. Take her interest in 
regional foods. She believes that the best 
way to capture the essence of an area is 
through its culinary history. 

"When I did the Newport book, (The 
Newport Cookbook, Hawthorne Press, 
1972)," she remembers, "I found that I 
had to actually live there and get to know 
the people. I dug for tidbits about the 
food and culture at parties as well as at 
the library." And this was her plan for 
the Charleston effort. 

But her love affair with the area, and 
an adjustment to a house which she 
claims is haunted, have changed her plans. 

"I didn't know what was in store for 
me when I arrived," she explains. "I only 
knew that compared to New York City, 
this was sheer heaven. 

"The air seemed fresh and misty, the 
homes and streets safe, yet charming, and 
I found the ideal place to live and work." 

She threw her head back and laughed 
heartily. "What better place to write 
cookbooks than a kitchen house?" 

The house she picked is nestled far 
behind the more stately dwellings of 
narrow Tradd Street on the peninsula. 
Although grander, the other homes of 
pastel shades look pale next to the hearty 
red brick of Ms. Dyer's house. 

A garden path splashed with camellias 
and azaleas frames the former outbuild
ing, which is now furnished with authen
tic period pieces. 
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By Marjorie Buckholtz 

Ceil Dyer prepares potpour
ri, an excellent gift for those 
who are weight conscious. 

Shortly after she moved in, when the 
predawn rain caressed the ancient bricks 
outside, and the stillness inside was 
punctuated only by the ticking of her 
living room clock, Ms. Dyer heard the 
distinct clanging of iron pots against each 
other. 

Like most New Yorkers, this lady has 
become fairly blase'. "But even for me," 
her eyes widening dramatically, "noise 
from nonexistent pots from a brick wall 
which once housed a fireplace seemed a 
bit much!" 

Still, she admits that once she was 
certain that it was ghosts and not 
prowlers, she was relieved. "I suppose one 
might say we have a laissez-faire policy 
with our housemates, like so many other 

Charlestonians." Then, with a mischevi
ous twinkle, she adds, "You know, we 
also have ghosts who entertain us with 
singing in the afternoons." 

"Singing?" one cannot resist asking. 
"Oh yes," she insists, "the most delight
ful singing. Early jazz, I believe." 

Ms. Dyer claims that it is not the 
strains of a distant radio, nor anything 
that could be explained by human terms. 
Her sister, Adele Williams, who shares the 
house, also insists that the singing is real. 
She explains that around the turn of the 
century, the whole area was composed of 
blacks who occupied the tenements. "The 
kind of singing we hear now must have 
constantly filled the air then." 

To make her point, she says that the 
famous Gershwin opera Porgy and Bess 
was written about that very area by a 
fellow who lived just around the corner 
on Church Street, Du Bose Heyward. 

This story might be hard to swallow
anywhere but in Charleston. To a town 
which cherishes the past as this one does, 
however, a town which is rich in legend 
and steeped in tradition, Ceil Dyer's 
ghosts are part and parcel of the charm of 
the area. 

"I would take my ghosts over the 
crime, pollution and general ugliness of 
New York any day!" she exclaims. "After 
the nightmare of high prices, bombings, 
overcrowdings and the rudeness-this 
town is still a pleasure." 

She thinks that Charleston is a well
kept secret. People just don't know how 
much this town has to offer. Ceil Dyer is 
also the first to defend the cultural 
aspects of the area. "I challenge anyone 
who says you can't find good clothes, art, 
fine foods and theatre in this city. It's all 
here if you have the money and the time 
to take advantage of it." 

Working on the Newport cookbook 
gave her the first inkling of how good it 
was to be away from New York. When 
publishers encouraged her to make 
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Charleston the next book in the series, 
she jumped at the chance. 

"I checked into the hotel and just 
started walking," she remembers, "I have 
never felt so- " (looking for the right 
word) " - at peace." 

That peaceful feeling is somewhat 
novel for Ms . Dyer . She is a person who 
has constantly thrived on challenges; and 
the path which led her to Charleston via 
New York and Europe has been laced 
with some tough ones. 

She started her career late in life, and 
really quite by chance. Still, she has 
probably sold more books in the past 
decade than many writers do in a life
time. Long past college days and years 
beyond a marriage and divorce , Ms . Dyer 
was at one time stranded in Europe with 
no money and none of the traditional 

skills to support her. 
Her survival instinct outweighed her 

lack of journalistic training, and she 
rattled off a column on wine for a friend 
to consider on the old journal-American 
staff. 

"The Instant Gourmet," a column 
which started as a whim, ran twice-week
ly for five years and was syndicated 
throughout the United States . It led to 
her first book, The Sweet Taste of Suc
cess (Simon and Schuster) and marked 
the beginning of a career which has sent 
her all over the world in search of 
interesting twists in food and beverage . 

"That first book was simply too easy 
to believe," she recalls . "All I did was 
compile some old columns I had written 
on the dessert tastes of famous people." 

But she is quick to warn that writing is 

The ghost which haunts Ceil Dyer's kitchen does not keep Alison 
Buckholtz from helping mix the ingredients for applesauce cake. 
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not always a breeze. "For me, it is hard, 
hard work- even grueling at times." 

She personally tests every recipe that 
she prints in her test kitchen, ghostly 
singing and all. There, she tries out new 
food ideas and adapts old ones to newer 
products. This is the time consuming and 
often frustrating aspect of her work. "Oh, 
the disasters we've had," she laughs, 
remembering . 

"Take wines, for instance. I did a 
whole chapter on them for the latest 
book, Gourmet Gifts From The Kitchen . 
After testing and retesting, I decided that 
wine making is just too chancy. Some
times it worked for me, and sometimes it 
didn't. 

"I feel responsible to my readers," she 
continues. "I want to give them more 
than good odds that something will work. 
Once it's in the book, I know that if 
directions are followed, results will be 
divine." So, despite the time and energy 
put into the section on wines, she 
scrapped the whole chapter. 

But that is what Ceil Dyer's cook
books are about. She takes the risk out of 
recipes . Without talking down to readers, 
she gently guides them through the most 
complicated recipe . 

With humor and warmth, she elevates 
cooking to the level of any art form, for 
she considers it one. "Gift cooking is 
happy cooking. Creative and pleasurable. 
I hope you feel as I do about it. When I 
walk into the kitchen, I can't wait to 
begin." 

Here are some recipes from Ms. Dyer's 
forthcoming cookbook: 

POTPOURRI 

This is a preserve, even though you 
can't eat it. It's fun to make, to give or to 
keep for yourself. Rugosa roses make the 
best potpourri. They are the most 
fragrant and their petals keep their bright 
color for the longest time-or so it seems 
to me-but any fragrant variety of rose 
will do. Just let your nose be the judge. 

Gather the petals midmorning bn a 
sunny day when the dew is off them. If 
you have lemon verbena, rose geraniums, 
or syringa blossoms, use their petals too, 
but you should have about four times as 
many rose petals as of the others. Spread 
them out on old newspapers in a dry 
place. If you have a work table in a tool 
shed, that's perfect. If not, any place 
away from drafts and out of your way for 
one to two weeks will do. 

Once your petals are dry-really 
dry-you are ready to begin. 
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8-10 cups dried rose petals, or 6 cups rose 
petals mixed with 1 cup lemon verbena 
petals and 1 cup rose geranium petals 

Salt 
24 whole cloves 
6 sticks cinnamon, broken up 
1 oz. orris root 
8 drops oil of rose 
4 drops oil of lavender 
Peel from one large orange (orange part 

only) 
Brandy 

Put the dried petals in a large bowl and 
sprinkle lightly with salt. Toss the petals 
as you would a salad to distribute the salt 
evenly. Let stand in a dry place for one 
week, tossing the petals each day and 
adding a light sprinkling of salt each time 
you toss . At the end of th is time add the 
spices and toss again to blend. Cover the 
bowl with foil and let stand one more 
day. Then add the orris root and blend 
well. Cut the orange rind into the thin
nest possible slivers, about Yi inch long, 
and gently stir this into the potpourri. 
Fill small jars or crocks with the mixture. 
Sprinkle a little brandy over the surface 
of each. Cover the jars with tight-fitting 
lids. This particular mixture lasts and 
lasts. The batch I made five years ago is 
stil I fragrant. 

POMPION 
Spiced Pumpkin Chips 

Pumpkins always bring to mind crisp 
and cool New England in September and 
"pumpkins on the frosty vine," but I do 
not think many people in that part of the 
country make preserves of pumpkins. I 
certainly have never seen any . Yet 
pompion, as it is named in old Southern 
cookbooks, is as delicious a preserve as I 
have eaten. 

This is the simplest of preserves to 
prepare, but there are many variations. 
The best one I found has a sharp, lemony 
flavor counterbalanced by spicy preserved 
ginger . 

1 firm, medium-si zed pumpkin weighing 
about 5 lbs. (to make about 4 lbs. 
pumpkin chips) 

3 lemons 
3 oranges 
4 lbs. sugar 
1 8-oz. jar preserved ginger 

Peel the pumpkin and cut it into strips, 
discarding seed and pulp . Cut strips into 
small thin chips. Squeeze juice from 
lemons and oranges. Discard seeds. Cut 
rind into thin, thin slivers. Put slivers in 
plastic bag and refrigerate until ready to 

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
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use . Combine juices, pumpkin chips, and 
sugar in a deep nonmetallic bowl.Stir and 
lift the chips so that the sugar is evenly 
distributed. Cover and refrigerate 8-12 
hours . Obviously it's a good idea to do 
this late in the afternoon so you can 
continue in the morning. Transfer mix
ture to preserving kettle. Place over low 
heat and stir until the liquid made by the 
pumpkin and sugar starts to boil. Lower 
heat and let simmer for about one hour, 
stirring often to prevent scorching. Add 
the reserved lemon and orange skin slivers 
and continue to cook, stirring often, until 
chips appear transparent and syrup is 
quite thick. Add preserved ginger and its 
syrup during the last 10 minutes of 
cooking. (Total cooking time: approxi
mately 2 hours.) Ladle into clean hot jars, 
making sure each jar gets its share of 
lemon and orange strips as well as of 
ginger. Makes about 9 half-pint jars. 

Note: It's best to be in the kitchen while 
th is preserve is on the stove because it 
does require watching. I go on to some
thing else and keep a long-handled spoon 
on a saucer nearby to stir the chips up 
from the bottom of the pot each time I 
take a look at how they are progressing. 
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Elizabeth O'Neill Verner Studio 

The CJ'tadd ~t'teet fP'tE!J.!J. 

a gallery of Mrs. Verner's pastels, etchings 
and pencil drawings 

Southern Swamp. 

"Southern Swamp" is one 
of Elizabeth O'Neill 
Verner's great etchings. It 
is printed by hand in the 
Studio and is limited to 
eighty signed and num
bered prints. 10 1 /16" x 
10 1/16". 

"Southern Swamp" 
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This l 8x 27 color print is executed on 
the finest paper available under exacting 
standards so that each is a faithful 
reproduction of the original. The edition 
is limited to 1,000 prints, 750 of which 
are signed and numbered ($35) with the 
remainder signed only ($25). Packing , 
shipping and insurance $2.00 each. S. C. 
residents please include 4 percent sales 
tax with your order and send to P. 0. 
Box 5596S, Hilton Head, S. C. 29928. 

... 

etching 

"Morning" 
Announcing A New 

Limited Edition 
Color Print by 
Low-Country 

Landscape 
and Seascape Artist 

Jim Palmer 

• Coligny Plaza 
Hilton Head, S. C. 

• Piccadilly Square 
Savannah, Ga. 

If you are in the Hilton Head area, be sure to see the showing of new 
works by Jim Palmer and new sculpture by Walter Palmer being shown 
in our gallery through April 20. 
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CAROLINA APPLESAUCE CAKE 

3 cups all-purpose flour 
2 tsp. baking soda 
2 tsp. cinnamon 
Y, tsp. ground cloves 
1 cup raisins, coarsely chopped 
1 cup walnuts or pecans, coarsely chopped 
1 cup dates, coarsely chopped 
JI, cup wheat germ 
Y, cup butter, room temperature 
:Y,, cup brown sugar, firmly packed 
2 eggs, well beaten 
2 cups applesauce 

Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Grease and 
flour 2 6x10-inch loaf pans. Sift together 
the flour, soda, cinnamon and cloves. 
Mix half of the flour mixture with the 
raisins, walnuts and dates; stir well to 
coat fruit and nuts evenly with flour. 
Combine remaining flour with wheat 
germ and blend well. In a separate bowl 
cream the butter with the sugar until very 
light and fluffy . Add eggs and beat until 
well blended. Add flour and wheat germ 
to the batter alternately with the apple
sauce, blending after each addition. Stir 
in fruit and nut mixture. Pour batter into 
prepared loaf pans and bake in preheated 
oven for 35-40 minutes. Turn out onto 
rack to cool. 

MR. MULLER'S RED 
PEPPER CONSERVE 

discovered pepper jellies, jams and 
conserves when I moved to Charleston . 
Seems Ii ke everyone has a favorite recipe, 
all very good. This one is sweet but spicy 
hot and delicious. It is excellent with any 
kind of meat, as well as with cream 
cheese and crackers. 

1 doz. dried red peppers 
3 green bell peppers 
2 tbsp. salt 
3 cups sugar 
2 cups white vinegar 
Y, lb . red cinnamon candy 
1 bottle (6 oz.) liquid pectin 

Crumble red pepper. Remove seeds and 
all "white" from the green peppers and 
chop fine. Place red and green peppers in 
a nonmetallic bowl. Sprinkle with salt 
and let stand for 3-4 hours. Place in a 
colander and rinse under cold water. 
Transfer to a large pot. Add sugar and 
vinegar and bring to a boil. Stir in 
cinnamon candy. Lower heat and let 
simmer until mixture thickens, stirring 
often, lifting mixture from bottom of the 
pot. Add pectin and continue to cook for 
a final minute. Ladle into clean hot jars 
and seal. Makes 4 to 5 half-pint jars. 

Marjorie W. Buckholtz is a free-lance 
writer from Charleston. 
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Identifying Birds 

E
ach year thousands of people learn for 
the first time of the pleasure to be 
gained from studying our environ

ment. Birds fascinate many people . Busy 
office workers, housewives and men and 
women from all walks of life daily enjoy 
putting out feed for birds. 

Most of us have the experience now 
and then of seeing some strange bird at 
the feeder outside our window. Franti
cally, we thumb through our field guides 
to find a picture of the stranger before 
the bird gets away. Failing here, we call 
the local bird authority. "What was that 
little gray bird at my feeder this morn
ing?" we ask. Because we tend to think of 
birds in terms of their appearance, of 
their colors (or lack of them), we are apt 
to forget another important dimension of 
identification- the birds' songs and calls. 

If the little gray bird calls out "Peter, 
Peter, Peter," for example, we can be 
quite sure it is a tufted titmouse, even if 
our glimpse of the bird is fleeting or the 
light is poor. Some folks say that "Peter, 
Peter, Peter" is the call of the female 
bird telling her errant husband to come 
home. 

Be that as it may, if on a hot summer's 
day we hear a little gray bird perched on 
the end of a twig drowsily cal I "pea-a-
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wee, pea-yu," we may be sure it is a wood 
pewee, one of the many birds named for 
its song. If it wheezes "phoe-be, phoe
blip," the little gray bird is a phoebe. 

Another bird that sings its name is the 
bobwhite. Who has not been tempted, 
when hearing the loud and cheerful 
"bob-WHITE, bob, bob-WHITE," to 
whistle an imitation of the notes in order 
to entice the bird t_o answer again and 
again? The bobwhite call, however, is not 
the only song in his repertoire. The 
female especially whistles a slurred "come 
here" to call the scattered covey together. 
And the ground dwelling bobwhites often 
chatter among themselves as they run 
through the grass, "Tick, tick, tick, tick, 
oil, oil." 

Another bird dwelling primarily on the 
ground is the ovenbird, whose nest is half 
covered, like a dutch oven. It plainly 
shouts with ever increasing velocity , 
"Tea-cher! Tea-CHER!" The hooded 
warbler clearly whistles "hurry, hurry, 
HURRY with you," while the white-eyed 
vireo calls from the thicket, "Think! oh 
THERE you think!" And the friendly 
robin chirps as he hops across the lawn, 
"Cheerily, cheerily, cheerily, cheer up, 
cheerily, cheerily, cheer up ." 

I have translated the bird calls into 

By 
Their 
Calls 
By Robert Overing 

As its name suggests, 
the catbird often 
snarls like its namesake. 

English words and phrases, for I have 
found over the years that it is the easiest 
way to fix the songs in my mind. It is a 
common universal habit, or else pewees 
would not have been named pewees, nor 
bobwhites bobwhites. Nor would Roger 
Tory Peterson have described in his field 
guide the song of the chestnut-sided 
warbler as, "I wish to see Miss Beecher," 
or, "Please please please to meetcha." But 
that is exactly what the bird does sing as 
it hesitates momentarily on some low 
bush. 

Still another bird that sings its name is 
the whippoorwill, perhaps the most per
sistent songster of all, often calling 
"whip-poor-WILL" over and over a hun
dred times or more without stopping for 
breath. If it weren't for the whippoor
will's song, hardly anyone would know of 
its existence, for the bird is nocturnal and 
seldom seen. 

The whippoorwill's close relative, the 
chuck-will's-widow, is not quite so 
vociferous, but it has a loud four
s y I lab led call, "Chuck-will's-WI D-o," 
which it, too, repeats a hundred times or 
more . The record number seems to be 
834 calls without a break, and John 
Burroughs is said to have counted 1,088 
consecutive calls for the whippoorwill! In 
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the Southeast, along the fall line, both 
birds may be heard simultaneously. If 
they are close to the house, sleep is out of 
the question. We know very well which 
birds are there, but we may never see 
them. 

Other nocturnal birds, such as owls, 
are known by their calls more than by 
their plumage. Except for those in cap
tivity, live owls are seldom seen by the 
average person; but many people who live 

Despite its unflattering name and 
reputation for mimicry, the 

mockingbird sings a beautiful song of its own. 
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The eerie call of the screech owl 
haunts the night. 

near wooded areas or have camped over
night have felt their flesh tingle as the 
eerie, quivering tremolo of the screech 
owl's call drifts through the darkened 
trees. 

Once I found a young screech owl 
perched in a tree in full daylight. At a call 
from its concealed parent, the bird froze, 
allowing me to approach it and take 
close-up pictures. As I moved away, the 
parent gave another call. Instantly the 
young bird disappeared, and I could not 
find it again. Screech owls, by the way, 
come in two color phases-red or gray. 
The much larger barred owl, known as 
the "eight-hooter," calls out "whoo
whoo-whoo, who-whoo, to-whoo-oh," or 
"Who cooks for you? Who cooks for you 
all?" 

Bird watchers on Christmas census 
outings often begin their counts at 2:30 
or 3:00 a.m. in order to hear the owls' 
calls so that these invisible birds will not 
be omitted from their lists. 

Another question frequently asked the 
local bird authority is, "What is that 
black and red and white bird that scratch
es on the ground like a robin?" The 
towhee is a beautiful bird, the female 
being brown where the male is black. It is 
known as the ground robin because it 
faintly resembles a robin. It is also known 
as the chewink, because one of its calls is 
"che-WINK?" Its most melodious song, 
though, is "drink your tee--ee-ee" which 
can be translated into "tow-o-hee--ee-ee." 

Even the blue jay, with al I its variety 
of calls, yells "Jay! Jay!" when alarmed. 
Other birds promptly take heed and 
become alert for impending danger. The 
blue jay is a mimic, his red-shouldered 
hawk call being especially deceptive. 

The mockingbird, too, is a mimic. A 
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mocker in our yard once imitated so well 
the distress call of our baby white leghorn 
chicks that we kept dashing out of the 
house to see what the trouble was. But 
the mockingbird has a song of its own 
that far surpasses anything the blue jay 
can utter . It is a most enthusiastic song
ster, sometimes singing from atop a chim
ney, rising high into the air and dropping 
to the chimney again, singing all the while 
at the top of its voice . 

Two close relatives of the mocking
bird, the brown thrasher and the catbird , 
are also accomplished songsters, but they 
lack the mocker's exuberance and persist
ence. The thrasher sits on some conspicu
ous perch and repeats whatever beautiful 
notes he chooses to sing . Thoreau de
scribes the thrasher's song thus : "Cheru
wit, cheruwit; go ahead , go ahead; give it 
to him, give it to him ." I recorded one as 
singing "Yes sir , yes sir ; roll in clover , roll 
in clover ; what's th at , what's that; please, 
please ." Though the phrases may change, 
the rhythm remains quite constant . 

The catbird is retiring in habit and 
somewhat disjointed in song. Its eloquent 
and varied phrases are interrupted with 
squeaks, caws and sudden pauses. Not 
infrequently it snarls like an angry cat, 
hence its unhappy name . Occasionally the 
catbird, like the mockingbird , sings at 
night. The catbird also is a good mimic 
and has a "whisper" song, audible only 
from a very few feet away . 

In spite of possible errors in identify
ing such birds as the blue jay, catbird and 
mockingbird (because of their mimicry), 
experienced ornithologists compile their 
bird lists from the birds' notes alone, 
according to Louis C. Fink , a contributor 
to Audubon Magazine, who estimates 
that authorities such as Roger Tory Peter
sen, Alan Cruickshank and Joe Calhoun, 
with whom he has gone on field trips, 
identify 90 percent of their birds exclu
sively by song or call. " In familiar terri
tory," Mr. Fink says, "they rarely use 
glasses . They just listen." Besides, blue 
jays and mockingbirds or any other 
mimics aren't likely to baffle the experts . 
Beginners must make allowances for their 
inexperience. Confidence, however, is 
gained by practice . Soon the novice be
comes aware of bird songs and has the 
satisfaction of becoming adept at dif
ferentiating among them and identifying 
calls with certainty . 

Bird songs vary greatly in pitch . Some 
people can't hear the highest notes, while 
others have difficulty hearing the low 
notes. The pitch of bird songs varies even 
among individuals of the same species. 
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1879 - H.J. Lawson's "Bicyclette". 

It 's not enoug h fo r your 
Raleig h deale r to o ffer world 
famous Raleigh bicycles . He 
wants to make su re that the 
Raleig h you get is exactly 
right for you. So he uses all 
h is ex pert ise to help you 
make a selectio n, and then 
he uses the unique Raleigh 
CustomSizer ·· to guarantee a 
perfec t cycling fit. Try on a 
new Raleigh soon . 

BICYCLE CENTER 
of Columbia 

746 Harden At Green 
Columbia, S. C. 29205 
Telephone (803) 254-2821 

1023 Bush River Rd. 
(in Boardwalk Plaza) 
Telephone 772-5111 

PEUGEOT 
CYCLEli 
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Most warblers sing in the upper octave of 
the piano keyboard and beyond. The 
white-breasted nuthatch's nasal "Yank, 
Yank," has been recorded between G and 
A above middle C. In fact, some authori
ties depict bird notes on the piano staff, 
eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted half 
notes and all. The current president of 
the Atlanta Audubon Society, Georgine 
Pindar, who has a Ph.D. in music, has 
remarked that when she hears a bird song, 
she has a mental image of the notes 
written on a scale, as no doubt do many 
other accomplished musicians. 

Recently pictures of electronic repro
ductions of the songs have been pro
moted as being more accurate than any 
other method. A field guide showing 
sonograms for each bird has been publish
ed. The squiggly lines of the sonograms 
may indicate to the initiated the exact 
sounds the birds make, but to those of us 
who are neither musically nor technically 
proficient, English phrases are still the 
most satisfactory method of learning the 
bird songs. When the cardinal, for in
stance, early in the morning whistles, 
"CLEAR, CLEAR, purty, purty, purty, 
purty ," it is not necessary to see a page of 
music or a squiggly sonogram to appreci
ate the friendliness his song connotes. 

Words add interest and zest to the 
whole field of bird songs. At our former 
home in Maryland, the black-masked 
Maryland yellowthroats sang, "Pennsyl
vania, Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania," caus-

The bluejay's shrill "Jay! Jay!" is an alarm signal, 
alerting other birds to approaching danger. 
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The friendly call of 
the cardinal is 

like a morning concert. 

ing me to wonder if the yellowthroats in 
Pennsylvania sang "Maryland, Maryland," 
for this bird's song seems to vary from 
one locality to another. 

One bird that sings low notes is the 
mourning dove. Its song is indeed mourn
ful, a slow, slurred "coo-ah, coo, coo, 
coo." It is often called the turtledove, 
from the Biblical reference, "The voice of 
the turtle shall be heard throughout the 
land." In the continental United States 
the dove's voice is heard throughout the 
land, for the mourning dove is found in 
every adjacent state and Alaska, Canada 
and Mexico. On the western prairies the 
dove's song seems to have an added touch 
of foreboding, multiplied by the vast 
empty spaces. 

The lowest sound made by birds, 
however, is probably the "boom" of the 
nighthawk, produced by air passing 
through the bird's wing-feathers as it 
suddenly stops its descent after an 80-
foot dive toward the earth. The night
hawk makes vocal noises, however, as it 
soars about at dusk in search of insects, 
most frequently a wheezy "jeep, jeep," or 
"breeze, breeze." 

A small bird that sings loudly all the 
year and at any time of the day is the 
Carolina wren. "Cheerily? Cheerily? 
Cheerily?" it calls with abandon from 
brush piles or buildings. Or, "Cheery, 
cheery, cheery, cheery." Again it may 
repeat a scolding rattle over and over 
again. I ts more northern cousin, the 

house wren, is less musical but more 
belligerent in attitude and more spontane
ous and rollicking in song, pouring forth a 
rapid jumble of shrill, unpronounceable 
phrases with great energy from its perch 
on a twig or clothesline. 

Another loud and prolonged song 
from a very small bird comes from the 
throat of the winter wren. I have heard its 
ringing song cascading across the moun
tain valleys of North Carolina-a memora
ble experience. Some bird enthusiasts 
travel thousands of miles just to add a 
new bird to their I ife I ists. Those who 
enjoy music should be just as eager to 
travel equally far to I is ten to the 
rhythmic melody of the winter wren's 
song or the mysterious song of the veery. 

The veery's cousin, the hermit thrush, 
is thought by many to be the most 
accomplished songbird in America. I have 
never heard it sing, except on records, for 
it is quiet and inconspicuous here in the 
South where it spends its winters. But a 
thrush that does nest and sing farther to 
the south than the hermit's summer 
territory is the wood thrush, second to 
none for pure melody. The song of the 
wood thrush is fife-like, leisurely, most 
beautiful at dusk. It seems to repeat the 
radio call letters "En-Bee-See," singing a 
perfect chord. 

But I think my favorite songster is the 
western meadowlark, whose song is 
melodious, cheerful, clear, loud, low
pitched and enthusiastic. As a boy in 
Nebraska I learned that this meadowlark 
is a true poet, bubbling forth "John 
Green-leaf WHITI-i-er" across the prairie 
expanses. Arthur Cleveland Bent, author 
of the Life History series, says that the 
song of the western meadowlark seems to 
be the very spirit of the boundless prairie. 

The song of the eastern meadowlark, a 
bird nearly identical in appearance to its 
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western counterpart, is short and weak in 
comparison, a plaintive downward-slurred 
whistle, not too cheerful, "See-you-out
there, See-you-out-there." Both birds 
utter a distinctive alarm-note rattle, and 
both have distinctive flight songs. 

There are a few birds that seem to 
converse in groups rather than sing as 
individuals. From large roosting flocks of 
blackbirds, starlings and cowbirds we hear 
wagon wheels squeaking for want of 
grease instead of enjoyable music. Small 
flocks of purple martins, however, have a 
charm of their own as the birds dart 
about contentedly gurgling and chattering 
together, and though their short notes 
cannot easily be transcribed into English 
words, they are easily recognizable. The 
hummingbird is another bird without a 
song: He lets us know he is near by his 
high-pitched rapid squeaks and the oc
casional hum of his rapidly beating wings. 

Bird calls and songs, then, contribute 
greatly to our ability to identify the birds 
around us and to our appreciation of our 
environment. The 10 percent of the birds 
which the experts identify by sight in
stead of sound are often so far away, such 
as soaring buzzards and hawks, or water 
birds far out on lakes or seas, that 
beginners see no markings or traits which 
they can use for looking up the birds in a 
manual. The best way to learn is to go on 
field trips with the experts. If there is a 
bird club or Audubon Society in your 
vicinity, join it. You'll be glad you did. 

The late Robert Overing was an amateur 
ornithologist from the age of 7 7; he held 
a number of offices in various ornitholog
ical societies, including the presidency of 
the Raleigh Bird Club, the Atlanta Bird 
Club and the Columbia Bird Club, and 
was an officer of the Carolina Bird Club 
and the Georgia Ornithological Society. 
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Ann Rochelle ... Radio Personality 
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By Sally Wells Cook 

W
omen in broadcasting have only 
recently been al lowed to break 
away from the stereotyped house-

hold hints and women's news features, 
but Ann Rochelle has pioneered in the 
field of country music broadcasting since 
August 1967. Broadcasting from WAGS 

in Bishopville some 23 hours a week, Ann 
is the truck driver's, housewife's and 
school kid's best country music friend. 
With no pattern to follow, she developed 
her intimate approach to her listeners by 
according the microphone the same 
healthy respect a hunter does his rifle . "It 
can be just that deadl y , and that's why I 
try not to express my personal opinion 
on the air. People just want good country 
music because it's life . That's why the 
kids are likin' it so much these days. It's 
not phony, and I sure don't want to be 
either ." 

Ann's unpretentious approach to 
people has opened the dressing room 
doors of some of country music's biggest 
stars. When Glenn Campbell played a 
packed Carolina Coliseum, Ann used a 
press pass to get backstage and stepped 
up just before he went on to ask for an 
interview . With a broad smile, he said 
he'd be back later to talk with her . 
Toward the end of his act, Campbell's 
manager told Ann she would have to 
leave because Campbel I never gave inter
views after a show. Within minutes, 
Campbell strode off the stage followed by 
pounding applause and said, "Okay, 
Annie, let's go talk ." 

The love of country music and its 
people began early for Ann Rochelle, 
when she started to "pick and sing a 
little" at the age of ten. She and her band 
have backed up such performers as Dottie 
West, Stonewall Jackson, Connie Smith 
and Lynn Anderson. Local engagements 
are al I she wants to play , although she has 
had offers to go on the road with many 
country music shows. "I guess I might 
like to compose and record a hit of my 
own, but I just can't stand to think of 
losing the personal touch with people by 
traveling all the time. Listeners I've never 
even met invite me to their family 
reunions, and I like for them to think of 
me as just people. I think performers lose 
that when they get famous. Kids call the 
station for 'Miss Ann' when I'm off the 
air, and we talk about everything. I don't 
notice any generation gap, and 1 've al
ways been liberated without marching in 
the street for it. That's why I think I'm 
luckier than any big star 1 've ever met, 
and I've met a lot of them . I've got my 
freedom, which they don't have, and I've 
got the personal touch with people. 
That's what country music is all about. 
You gotta have people. It's life ." 

Sally Wells Cook is a free-lance writer 
from Camden. 
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Roger Kirk 
Representative From Richland County 

By Dan Harmon 

R
oger Kirk is the man who took a 
year's leave of absence from his post 
as principal at Columbia High School 

two years ago and wound up in the S. C. 
House of Representatives. As a Republi
can, even; not exactly the most common 
critter walking around state legislative 
chambers. 

How did he manage that? Or, more 
basically, why in the world would a 
school principal want to? 

"It's real complicated," he began. "I 
guess first as a history teacher I've always 
been interested in politics. And I guess a 
second reason was that McGovern fright
ened me so. But the overriding reason was 
that I believe South Carolina desperately 
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needs a viable two-party system. I'm not 
accusing the Democrats of anything. But 
where you've got just one party there's 
no system of checks, which I feel is so 
necessary to this type of government. 

"I think the legislature needs some 
input from educators, because a great 
deal of the state budget is spent on 
education. And I just feel that the input 
from educators has not been there. I 
don't think the state has been putting its 
priorities where they ought to be. There's 
some absolutely useless spending going on 
in the state of South Carolina right now ." 

Kirk was born in Baltimore to a 
hardware salesman and a homemaker who 
later moved to Wilmington, N. C. Just as 
Roger was finishing high school, they 
moved to Columbia. Those were the years 
when the world was forgetting the Great 
Depression and thinking about starting up 
another big war. Roger went to the 
University of South Carolina for a history 
degree. In April 1942 he joined the Army 
and had to get a three-day leave the very 
next month so he could return to pick up 

something he had forgotten: his college 
diploma. From then until 1947, when he 
emerged from the Army as a captain, he 
spent most of his time in the South 
Pacific and Japan. 

He said he cannot explain why he left 
a promising Army job and went to 
Swansea to become an elementary school 
principal , sixth-grade teacher and coach 
of all high school athletics. It was largely 
a one-man show at Swansea: He even had 
to line off the football gridiron and round 
up referees for home games. After a year 
there he moved to Lower Richland and 
did practically the same things, except 
there he was high school principal and 
taught history. 

"I made the decision after one year at 
Lower Richland that I wanted to go into 
administration instead of coaching. So I 
went to Hand Junior High School [in 
Columbia] as assistant principal." 

His Hand stint lasted until 1956, when 
he was named principal of Crayton 
Junior High School in Columbia. Two 
years later he became principal at 
Columbia High, where he stayed until 
1972. In that year he took a year's leave 
of absence to work on his doctorate at 
USC. The year's leave turned out to be 
considerably longer when he got elected 
to the legislature. In fact, he probably 
will turn to college teaching when his 
legislative career ends, but that may be 
years in the future. 

As a legislator his proudest action was 
in support of a bill passed last year which 
regulated expulsion in schools and safe
guarded the rights of teachers and stu
dents. But lawmaking isn't his only 
occupation. He is also chairman of the 
secondary school committee of the state's 
Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools; part-time employee of Richland 
County School District One as evaluator 
of federal Title I projects; and instructor 
of two education courses at the Univer
sity. 

That doesn't leave much time for 
anything else, but 52-year-old Kirk re
mains an avid swimmer and works out in 
his backyard pool eight months a year. (If 
World War 11 had not intervened he 
probably would have become a college 
swim team coach.) 

His desire to work with youth has 
been the key to his career. "I don't know 
why I went into teaching," he mused. 
"But I like working with young people. 
That's why I've stayed in education." 

Dan Harmon is a free-lance writer from 
Lexington. 
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The Madras. 
(How to do what we couldn't.) 

People who mean well are 
always advising us to mix 
Smirnoff with something it 
ought to mix with but doesn't. 
We've got a who!!:! list of prom
ising possibilities that always 
tum out yukky. 

Cranberry juice used to be 
in the number one spot. Then 
an interested bystander com
bined it with orange juice and 
Smirnoff and invented a good 
drink called the Madras. 
We hope it was just beginner's 
luck. Because we'd hate to be 
shown up twic;e. 

To make a ,pour 
1 Yi ozs. Smirnoff, 3 ozs. of 
cranberry juice and 1 ~ ozs. 
of orange juice into a glass 
of ice and stir. 

Smirnoff 
leaves you breathless® 



Many people throughout history have at one 
time or another conceived of some earthly 
paradise, free of life's woes, pains and 

misfortunes. Most put their ideas into print and left 
the actual establishment of Utopian societies to other 
people who put those words into action. Theorists 
like Plato in his Republic, the Italian monk Tomaso 
Campanella in his "City of the Sun," Sir Thomas 
More in Utopia and Sir Francis Bacon in New 
Atlantis, all envisioned the ideal commonwealth. 
Doers like Oliver Cromwell with his "Western De
sign," Sir Robert Montgomery with his Margravate of 
Azilia, James Oglethorpe with his Georgia schemes 
and Christian Gottlieb Priber with his "Kingdom of 
Paradise" among the Cherokee Indians established 
ideal societies which lasted from a few months to 
several years. 

At the height of their power in the first half of the 
18th century, the Cherokee Indians claimed or oc
cupied all lands south of the Ohio River, west of the 
Great Kanawha River in West Virginia, and southward 
into most of Tennessee, the northern parts of 
Alabama, Georgia, the northwestern part of South 
Carolina and western North Carolina. The Cherokee 
Indians were an agricultural mountain people who 
lived in over 40 towns, divided into three regional 
groups. The Lower Cherokee dwelt in towns in what 
is now South Carolina, while the Middle Towns 
occupied an area in northern Georgia and North 
Carolina, and the Overhill group lived on the western 
slopes of the Appalachians in Tennessee . The Chero
kees had I ittle central government, although at times 
they all honored the Overhill town of Tellico (near 
the modern Tennessee towns of Athens, Madisonville 
and Englewood) as their capital . 

Their first contacts with the white man were with 
the Spanish under DeSoto. Then came the English 
traders from Virginia and Charles Town. Around 
1700 the French traders arrived on the scene. About 
1735 the Cherokees could put 6,000 warriors in the 
field, but 30 years later, their number decimated by 
smallpox, they could only mobilize approximately 
2,300. 

One of the first great enterprises in North America 
was trade with the Indians. Twenty years after its 
founding, Charles Town sent the future governor, 
James Moore, along with trader Maurice Mathews, to 
visit the Cherokees, mainly in search of gold and 
trade. But they made little headway with them and 
came back empty-handed. The first English-speaking 
trader to live among the Cherokees was Robert 
Bunning. Then came Cornelius Daugherty, Alexander 
Long and James Douglas. With the outbreak of the 
Yamassee War in 1715, the most disastrous Indian 
war before 1763, save perhaps King Phillip's War 
some decades earlier, the Indian trade ceased alto
gether . About 400 white colonists were slain, and 
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Christia11 
Pril1er 
and His ,rision of Paradise 

By M. FOSTER FARLEY 

South Carolina did not recover from the war for at 
least a decade. When the colonists began to pick up 
the pieces after the Yamassee War, trade with the 
Cherokee slowly began to revive. Traders like Ludo
vick Grant, James Adair and others, began to build 
the English position with the Cherokee nation. 

In the 40 years after the Yamassee War, French 
power grew in the Ohio River Valley and in Louisi
ana, and th is caused some apprehension with the 
English, for French traders and adventurers were 
constantly attempting to sway the Cherokees from 
the English. Francis Nicholson, the first royal gov
ernor of South Carolina, had a pow wow with the 
Indians and made some sort of treaty with them. 
Nothing of importance was decided, but the English 
voiced the desire to be friends of the Cherokees. 

The mystical schemer and self-righteous Scotsman 
Sir Alexander Cuming burst upon the Cherokee scene 
about 1730. Persuaded by his wife, who had a dream 
that her husband would do great things among the 
Cherokee Indians, he landed in Charles Town, and 
with an experienced trader made his way to the 
towns of the Cherokee . By the sheer force of his 
personality, he was able to persuade seven young 
braves to accompany him to England, where, after an 
audience with George 11, these seven braves, who 
were not chiefs, signed a treaty of friendship with the 
English which lasted until approximately 1760. 

But all was not rosy between the English in 
Charles Town and their Cherokee friends . Although 
many fortunes were made in the Indian trade, there 
were risks also . While many traders were honest, 
others cheated the Indians unmercifully. With the 
continued rivalry of England, France and Spain, crises 
were always in the making. The authorities in Charles 
Town were indecisive in their relations with the 
Cherokee, for South Carolina refused to build forts 
for them against F ranee and her Indian allies. South 
Carolina said that it would cost too much money and 
called upon the crown to bear the burden. London 
said that it was Charles Town's place to construct the 
forts. The debate went on, and in the midst of this 
controversy appeared Christian Priber, an Old World 
reformer with the New World as his stage. 
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Hustle. Muscle. Money. 
There's a new breed of mortgage banker in South Carolina. He's the man from C. Douglas Wilson Mortgage 
- now part of the NCNB Mortgage Group operating in South Carolina. North Carolina and Florida. 

Hustle. 
The man from C. Douglas Wilson Mortgage digs 
for the information you need to make financing 
decisions. He nails the loose ends down, plugs the 
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Somebody out there likes it. Our NCNB Mortgage 
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$100 million to over $650 million in only four 
years. And our offices from 10 to 22. 

C. Douglas Wilson Mortgage and NCNB Mortgage Group offices are in key 
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for residential , commercial and industrial properties. 

Money. 
We've got it - whether it's for a 40-story office building or a 
single-family residence . For long-term financing, we'll call 
in one of our major investors. Names you know and 
respect - sources who count on us for sound 
investments with modern. automated servicing. 

Put the C. Douglas Wilson Mortgage and NCNB 
Mortgage Group's hustle, muscle and money to 
work now. Call or write William C. Covington. Jr., 
President. C. Douglas Wilson Mortgage, P. 0 . Box 
10068, Greenville. S.C. 29603, (803) 271-8100. 
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Very little is known about this "plump, kindly 
looking man" who had sustained the idea of a perfect 
society in his mind for over 20 years . He was 
probably a native of Saxony, and according to the 
scanty information on him, he came from a good 
family and was a highly educated man who spoke "all 
languages fluently particularly English, Dutch, 
_French, Latin and Indian." 

While residi"ng in France, he attempted to put his 
ideal community, a communistic society, into effect. 
But he did not succeed. Staying one step ahead of the 
police, he made his way to London. How long he 
lived in London we do not know, but he still 
continued to dream and plan for that eventual day 
when he would set up his Utopia among the savages. 
He imagined that he was the prime minister to a 
native emperor who did his first minister's bidding. 
These orders would run counter to the aims of the 
English, French and the Spanish. The Indian would 
be his own boss and not the pawn of the white man. 

Priber was typical of the 18th century intellectual 
of France and England; like the philosophes before 
and after him, he hated oppression and avarice, and 
called for government protection of the natural laws 
of life, liberty and property. In these views he 
preceded Rousseau and Jefferson by 30 years. 

This visionary must have been a man of means, for 
he settled his affairs in London and took passage for 
Charles Town and the beginning of his "Kingdom of 
Paradise." As the ship slowly made its way to the 
Carolinas, Priber whiled away his time by poring over 
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an old badly drawn map of North America which 
showed the Cherokee country, the area that he had 
staked out for himself. The town that his eyes sought 
the most was Tellico, a Cherokee town on the Tellico 
River near its junction with the Little Tennessee 
River . This Cherokee town was 500 miles from 
Charles Town, about 15 days journey; Virginia was 
20 days away, and Alabama was 10 days distant. 

Priber landed in Charles Town in 1734 where he 
stayed for almost two years, running a small store. In 
three issues of the South Carolina Gazette for 
December 1735, it was noted that articles were "to 
be sold by Mr. Priber near Mr. Laurens the Saddler, 
ready made mens cloaths, wiggs, spaterdashes of fine 
holland, shoes, boots, guns, pistols, powder, a silver 
repeating watch, a sword with a silver gilt hilt, English 
seeds, beds and a fine chest of drawers very reasona
ble for ready money." Soon he sold everything 
except a trunkload of books, ink, paper and pen. He 
then set off for the land of the Cherokees. 

As if preparing for frontier life, he lived for a while 
in the semifrontier Amelia Township (near Orange
burg) where he was trader and planter. After a time 
he set out again, this time for rellico, reaching that 
town sometime in 1736, where he shortly abandoned 
his European ways and clothing for the Indian way of 
life . 

Before long he had endeared himself to the Indians 
by learning their language and marrying Chief Moy
toy's daughter . He began to teach the Indians the use 
of weights and measures to protect them from 

name dropper: 

read 
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that are examined in Claude and Irene Neuffer's charming 
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little book. Amusing illustrations by Bob and Faith Nance en
liven the subject matter. Although most people think that 
this is a children's book, it's really a pretty interesting book 
for the grown-ups. See for yourself. 

The Name Game-$3.95 plus tax. 
Available at better bookstores everywhere, or order from 

Sandlapper Press, Inc., P. 0. Box 1668, 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 

(please add postage and handling) 
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crooked traders. He began to advise the Indians not 
to cede their lands to anyone. The English and the 
French were "intruders on the Indian's natural 
rights," and they should make no more concessions 
to any white man. He urged them to effect a balance 
of power, offering their wares equally to the English 
and French. James Adair (c. 1709-c. 1783), who 
spent almost 50 years as a trader among the southern 
Indians, said in his History of the American Indians 
that Priber had established an "empire in the South
ern mountains." 

Priber, as he constructed his new Eden in the 
wilderness, soon proclaimed his father-in-law, Moy
toy, emperor and took for his own title, "His 
Imperial Majesty's Principal Secretary of State," or 
prime minister. 

Priber's empire was not to be an empire in the 
strict sense of the word : It was to be a communistic 
society. According to Antoine Bonnefoy, a French 
coureur du bois, who was a prisoner in Tellico in 
1741 · 1742, Priber's domain was a type of society in 
which each person "would find what he needed, 
whether for subsistence, or the other needs of life, 
that each should contribute to the good of the 
society, as he could." This society as revealed in 

The Cherokee Nation as it appeared 
almost a century before Priber's visit. 

Priber's manuscript (whatever happened to it this 
writer does not know) was to be a republic founded 
upon natural law. In th is Eden there was to be no 
rank or station in life, no master or slave, no rich or 
poor. The sexes were to be equal, and free love would 
"replace the galling yoke of wedlock." Children 
would be the "wards of the state, which would rear 
and educate them in accordance with their talents 
and in such ways as would promote the common 
good." Private property was abolished, and the fruits 
of labor were to benefit all. 

Intertwined with this society was Priber's idea that 
the Indian should be a third force playing off the 
French and Spanish against the English. A great 
confederation consisting of Catawba, Chickasaw, 
Creek, Choctaw and Cherokee was to be established. 
Criminals, debtors, slaves-white and black-would be 
welcomed. And force was not to be used, except for 
defense, for Bonnefoy said that Priber "urged them 
[the Cherokee] to live peaceably and to ask peace 
from the French." 

Such a policy regarding the future could only 
anger the English authorities in Charles Town and the 
newly established colony of Georgia. There was 
money in trading with the Indians, and the English 
were not about to let some visionary put such 
thoughts into the minds of the savage. If the Indian 
could successfully control his own destiny, the 
westward movement of the English colonies of South 
Carolina and Georgia might be halted. 

It is interesting to note what Priber's contempora
ries actually thought of him, especially in the light of 
his policy which endangered their profits. They did 
not see him as a reformer or the establisher of peace 
on earth; instead, he was a menance to be dealt with 
accordingly. James Adair said that Priber's real 
purpose was to persuade the Cherokee to turn from 
the "English to the French," while Ludovick Grant 
accused him of being "a most Notorious Rogue and 
iniquitous fellow ... who would undoubtedly have 
drawn" the Cherokee "over to the French interest." 
So the word was out- arrest the prime minister and 
bring him to Charles Town . Two attempts were made 
by Lt. Gov. William Bull of South Carolina to take 
him into custody, but both attempts failed. Ludovick 
Grant , who had worked with Sir Alexander Cuming 
some years before, was commissioned to seize Priber. 
But Grant botched an attempt to kidnap the emper
or's chief minister, and th-is so outraged the Indians 
that Grant nearly lost his standing with them. 

A "Colonel Joseph Fox and two Men going to the 
Cherokees" were next dispatched "to fetch down Dr. 
Priber" to Charles Town. For this errand Fox was to 
be paid 402 pounds colonial currency; but he was no 
more successful than Grant had been. Fox first tried 
to lure Priber into a trap; failing this, the good 
colonel boldly marched into Tellico and announced 
that the emperor's chief minister was under arrest. 
Priber welcomed the emissary of the English to' the 
Cherokee capital and probably prevented the rash 
colonel from having his brains dashed out by the 
prime minister's "lifeguards." From the records 
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available it is apparent that as close as Fox came to 
being killed, he was in control of his emotions, and 
instead of fear he emitted anger. Priber then made a 
long speech to Fox in which he told the colonel of 
the "intentions of the Cherokees to live in peace and 
to have relations with England on the basis of 
freemen and equals." Then Priber "ordered a convoy 
of his own lifeguards, who conducted him [Fox] a 
considerable way, and he got home in safety." The 
good colonel returned to Charles Town empty
handed, but still wearing his scalp, to tell Gov. Bull 
that he too had failed to bring the German to Charles 
Town. 

Five years later Priber was removed from the scene 
by a band of Creek warriors under orders from some 
Georgia traders . With a small escort Priber had left on 
a diplomatic mission to Mobile. While on the way he 
stopped in Creek territory to negotiate with the 
Creeks and Choctaws to join his proposed Indian 
Confederation . Near the Indian village of Tallapoosa, 
now in Georgia, he was ambushed by the Creeks and 
their friends. 

Priber was not harmed, but he was taken to 
Frederika, Ga., where he died several years later. 
While imprisoned in Frederika, Priber apparently 
came to terms with his fate, for he said that "it is 
folly to repine at one's lot in life. My mind soars 
above misfortunes." Thus during his captivity he was 
cheerful, courageous, and he died in the hope that his 
ideas and empire would last. But as is usually the fate 
of such adventures, his empire fell to pieces shortly 

thereafter. Two of his contemporaries did have a kind 
word or two for him. Adair said that the idealist 
"died in confinement-though he deserved a better 
fate," while another reformer, Gen. Oglethorpe, 
simply called him a "very odd kind of man." 

As for Priber's writings, he compiled a Cherokee 
dictionary which, according to Adair, was to be 
published in Paris. If this is true, then Priber's 
dictionary antedated Sequoyah 's by 90 years. His 
manuscript "found upon him of his own Writing, 
ready for the Press, which he owns and glories in, and 
believes it by this time privately printed, but will not 
tell where," was never found, and thus we must base 
our observations of this noble figure on the scanty 
evidence that has been uncovered. 

Verner W. Crane, writing in the second decade of 
the 20th century, called him a "precursor of Rous
seau" and one "of the most singular figures in the 
history of the first American frontier." Fifteen 
years later Chapman J. Milling wrote in his articulate 
book about the Indians of South Carolina, entitled 
Red Carolinians: 

In the clear light of history unobscured by national 
prejudice or religious bigotry, Priber stands forth as 
one of those rare spirits, seldom met in the eighteenth 
century, who wanted to help the Indians for their own 
sakes-in short, a humanitarian, a dreamer, who dared 
to enter his wits against the ablest apostles of British 
expansion in America. 

M. Foster Farley is associate professor of history at 
Newberry College. 
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Though some have called the South 

backward and illiterate, few can seriously 
question the richness of its literary har
vest in the 20th century. From William 
Faulkner to Doris Betts, Eudora Welty to 
William Price Fox, Robert Penn Warren 
to Max Steele, Allen Tate to James 
Dickey, the creation of literature in the 
region has been of such quality and 
quantity that a formidable body of 
recognizably Southern literature has 
emerged. Yet while it smacks strongly of 
the region which nurtured its growth, 
Southern literature has often achieved 
that quality of universality which ranks it 
among the world's most significant liter
ary works. 

But what of Southern I iterature in the 
marketplace? I ts big names have of course 
fared well. But many of its lesser, though 
eminently accomplished, names have 
seen one or two printings, and then have 
become unavailable. Mockingbird Books, 
the newest division of Ballantine Books, 
has in a sense come as a savior to this 
neglected segment of the Southern liter
ary body. Mockingbird's "principal aim is 
to bring back into print many of the 
excellent regional titles that may have 
been passed up by national paperback 
publishers, and to give them mass market 
distribution throughout the South," 
according to John Egle, the company's 
Atlanta-based publisher. 

Since beginning its operation in 
October, Mockingbird has published four 
books each month and plans to continue 
this schedule in the future. A perusal of 
the titles released thus far reveals a 
quality and variety which reflect well the 
total body of Southern literature. Cer
tainly the list of authors is impressive
Ben Lucien Burman, Jesse Stuart, 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Harnett 
Kane, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings and 
Virgil Carrington Jones. Likewise, the 
titles which Egle and his associates have 
chosen attest not only to their good 
literary sense but also to their genuine 
feeling for the South as more than a mere 

geographical entity. 
Among the titles released in November 

was Hans Holzer's The Phantoms of 
Dixie, a chilling and highly convincing 
collection of first-hand accounts of other
worldly experiences from Baltimore to 
New Orleans. In December came Stark 
Young's So Red the Rose, a novel which 
captured the imagination of Southerners 
at the time of its first publication in 1934 
and has remained popular with them 
throughout the years. It is a finely de
tailed and beautifully wrought picture of 
the rich, elegant life on the great Missis
sippi cotton plantations and of the de
struction of that way of life during the 
Civil War . The new year brought the 
publication of Jesse Stuart's Tales from 
the Plum Grove Hills, a collection of 20 
short stories told in the author's charac
teristically colorful style. Professor 
Donald Davidson, writer, poet and 
Stuart's teacher at Vanderbilt, has called 
Tales from the Plum Grove Hills "the best 
collection of stories by a single author 
ever published." 

Two books, one published by Mock
ingbird in January and the other coming 
this month, are of particular interest to 
South Carolinians. The appearance of 
Noel B. Gerson's The Swamp Fox, 
Francis Marion in paperback will enable a 
host of new readers to re-live the adven
tures of South Carolina's outstanding 
military leader during the American 
Revolution. Gerson expertly weaves 
history, warfare and romance together in 
his telling of the famous guerilla's story. 
This month Mockingbird will release 
Katharine Boling's A Piece of the Fox's 
Hide, first published by Sandlapper Press 
in November 1972. The history of the 
Palmetto State's notorious Bigham 
family, Fox's Hide quickly became a best 
seller as South Carolinians became en
grossed in the family's dark and bloody 
legend. 

The list of books already released by 
Mockingbird as well as those scheduled 
for future publication is far too extensive 
to be given here. Suffice it to say that 
Mockingbird Books are well worth look
ing for as they begin appearing more and 
more frequently th rough out the region. 
Southerners will surely welcome this ef
fort to make available these literary 
works which tell the region's proud story. 
Perhaps we should also commend this 
undertaking for its part in helping to keep 
alive that sense of place and belonging 
which has so long characterized the South 
but which seems to have waned so fast in 
recent years. J TB 
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TtlE DUTCH FORK'S 

tlexe~Meisfell 
His red antebellum farmhouse, called 

"Providence Homestead" in old rec
ords, was built near Lexington, S. C., 

in 1843 and is set back off the road amid 
a tangle of ancient cedar trees, native 
holly, dogwood and overgrown shrubbery 
of various kinds. Such landscaping gives 
the impression that the owner must have 
thought, "Because of my reverence for 
Nature, I will not insult her by clipping, 
pruning or probing her growth." The 
white-columned front porch is 72 feet 
long, accommodating an old 16-foot pine 
church bench, a swing, several rocking 
chairs and a variety of young cats. (One 
wonders where the old cats are.) The 
house itself is built according to hex 
symbolism and geometry in that each 
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By Margaret Rast Mack 
side faces a major point on the compass, 
using the pole star for true north. The 
windows are so arranged that each room 
receives some sun during each day of the 
year. Federal looters entered the house 
when Lexington was burned during the 
Civil War but left it unharmed and gave 
food to its occupants. It is said that the 
site itself had Indian inhabitants 10,000 
years ago . Their Kirk-Palmer arrowheads 
prove it, and the garden had hundreds of 
later potsherds. 

There is such a compelling and rustic 
charm about the place that visitors could 
quite easily feel they were "coming 
home." Conversely, if certain local tales 
were believed, travelers would hasten on, 
by all means avoiding this place because 

its owner, Lee Gandee, is a hexenmeister . 
"Meister" is German for "master" and 
"hex" is Pennsylvania Dutch from the 
German "hexe" meaning "witch," which 
usually is associated with Satanism. But 
Gandee neither deals in black magic nor 
believes Satan exists. He believes in the 
law of cause and effect, that both good 
and evil deeds attract like in return, 
confirming the Biblical admonition that 
"Whatsoever a man soweth I that shall he 
also reap." 

"A man creates his own devils," 
Gandee grins. "God is all that is . Satan is 
a lie from the beginning." 

Lee Gandee is right at home among 
the Dutch Fork folk of Lexington Coun
ty; in fact, he believes that he has 

-Photo by Vic Tutte 
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experienced more than one reincarnation 
in the vicinity of Lexington. He says he 
never really felt at home in his native 
West Virginia, even though his heritage 
there was rich in psychic phenomena . 
"My great-great-grandfather could com
mand rain so well he could stop a shower 
at will," he says. "But finally, he grew 
angry when lightning struck his favorite 
shade tree. He shook his fist at the clouds 
and cried, 'Strike my tree, will you! This 
is old Zach ... let's see you flash one at 
me once!' A hexenmeister should not say 
such things. The lightening obeyed him; 
he was killed instantly." 

Gandee says that his family took astral 
projections, poltergeists , apparitions, 
hexes and communication with the dead 
for granted, and that he himself has 
psychic sensitivity and has experienced 
healings and used spiritual powers to heal. 
He considers himself a "multidimen
sional" personality. He seeks to I ive in 
harmony with his selves, with others and 
with nature, and says he is at peace. 

While riding a bus through Lexington 
42 years ago, when he was 14, Gandee 
instantly recognized " home." Before he 
arrived at various local landmarks, his 
mind's eye had pictured each one ac
curately: the old mill, the courthouse and 
others. His college studies and World War 
11 carried him to many different places . 
He did brief graduate work at William and 
Mary and the University of South Caro
lina, earning his Master of Arts degree 
cum /aude in Latin American history at 
the University of the Americas in Mexico. 
He has taught at Lenoir Rhyne and at 
Georgia Military College. At present he is 
academic principal at the South Carolina 
Central Correctional Institution in 
Columbia, whose school seeks to rehabili
tate convicts. Some enter it unable to 
read or write. The school enables a 
prisoner to finish high school, and some 
convicts continue into a program which is 
in fact a branch of the University of 
South Carolina "behind the walls." 

"No man leaves a prison the man he 
was when he entered," Gandee says. "If 
he doesn't leave it a better man, he leaves 
it a worse one." Among his convict stu
dents, he says, are some who in prison 
have decided to become writers, artists, 
practical nurses, psychologists, social 
workers, even clergymen. "My task is to 
convince them that they stil I are men . . . 
often they th ink that they are only 
convicts ... and that there is nothing a 
man cannot do or be if he sets his heart 
on it." He says that his prison job is the 
most rewarding work he has undertaken. 
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Prentice-Hall has published his book, 
Strange Experience, in which he relates 
his unusual life story. The book's unin
hibited revelation of the author's psyche 
took great courage to share. Ordinary 
human beings are prone to cover up or at 
least repress self-knowledge in depth, and 
for timid and/or fearful souls, this might 
well be the best course of action for 
them. Yet, even if somewhat exaggerated 
for literary effect, it is still heartening to 
read of a man's effort to understand his 
deeper self and overcome traumatic ex
periences by sheer faith and stamina. "I 
have no fear of any kind of knowledge. 
Whoever seeks the water at the Fountain
head has to follow paths that lead far past 
the formal walkways. No man can know 
what he is unless he realizes what he has 
been. Still, though it is good to know the 
past, it is not wise to live in it," he 
believes. 

The publication of his book met with 
mixed reactions locally . One 80-year-old 
lady who reveres him simply slammed it 
shut and refused to read or believe it. 
Some consider him a warlock, or male 
witch, and some attribute great and good 
powers to him, the evaluation depending 
upon the frame of reference. In his book 
he tel Is about use of the good I uck hex 
signs, giving permission for any or all 
shown in the book to be copied and used; 
or they can be used only as models for 
individual designs for particular situa
tions. Asked about the meaning of colors 
he used, he says he uses what he feels 
right ... which happens to be about the 
same connotation as the ancients used: 
yellow for intelligence, communication; 
red for desire, passion, energy; blue for 
serenity, spirituality, and so on. Black is 
not a good color if you give it a black 
meaning. The oak leaf and acorns are 
male symbols; pomegranates and grape, 
female. Different flowers, according to 
color, convey certain meanings, and there 
are such well-known old stand-bys as the 
heart for love, dove for peace and lion for 
strength. 

While he feels that verbal prayer is 
adequate for many things, he also thinks 
painted prayers are far more certain to 
accomplish their purpose. He says, "In 
solitude and secrecy the mind thinks in 
symbols, as is proved best by the graffiti 
found in public latrines. It is quite reveal
ing that such symbols drawn in college 
and art school washrooms are not notice 
ably different from or superior in tech
nique to those scribbled by truck drivers , 
coal miners or stevedores. For thousands 
of generations, man's subconsciousness 

Gandee's Hex Signs 

Basic Hex Rosette: 
The sign for good 
luck and protection. 

Whirling Star: Good 
fortune in promo
tion and movement. 

Sign of the Horns : 
Sign for protec-
tion against the evil 
eye and black magic. 

Flower of Happiness: 
Sign for good 
luck in any situation. 

has used symbols as the language of 
instinct and emotion. Below the belt all 
men arP brothers, and so are they below 
the level of conscious mind. 

"A hex drawing may be any shape, but 
a hex sign is circular, which in itself 
is symbolic. The one who draws says 
silently as he sets the point of his 
compass to a surface, 'This is I; my 
consciousness is the radius.' As he draws 
the circle, he says, 'This is God; He 
surrounds me. The design that I make in 
the bounds of my consciousness must be 
laid out with reference to Him.' It must 
be balanced and harmonious. 

"The basic hex rosette [six pointed 
figure] is the primitive, first sign of hex, 
which states the basic truths of being; 
namely that the relationship between 
God and man, and between God and 
every created thing, is one of law and 
order. It is an ancient sign of protection 
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against evil, found chased on Druid sacred 
cauldrons; carved on pre-Christian Jewish 
coffins; inlaid in floors of Byzantine 
churches in the second and third cen
turies ; used in rose windows in the Middle 
Ages. It is older than Egypt, older than 
history , as old as geometry , almost as old 
as reasoning Man. 

"A hex knows a thought to be a 
thing- a form with an electronic force 
field , so when he arranges his motifs what 
he really is doing is sending out into the 
universe a telepathic blueprint image of 
what he wishes to materialize . Nature is 
so constituted that the image tends to be 
materialized and sent back . One must be 
able to send sustained images far enough 
out to attract enough energy to effect 
materialization, and to draw the basic 
rosette sign with concentration sends the 
code across the entire universe, which, 
like Diriac's ocean, is without resistance . 
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Oak: Symbolofphy~ 
ical and spiritual 
maleness, strength 
and virility. 

Pomegranates: Ancient 
symbol of fertility, 
prosperity and happiness. 

Tulips: The symbol of 
faith that righteous
ness and peace shall 
reign on earth. 

Hearts and Tulips: 
Love and faith-a 
sign for lovers and for 
a happy marriage. 

Space is no obstacle to telepathy ." 
Gandee suggests that if anyone would 

like to prove the effect of a hex sign, that 
person could make himself one prayer
fully and use it without saying a word to 
anyone else about it. Then wait and see. 
All the signs can be made with a dime
store compass and ruler and scissors for 
cutting such shapes (fruit , hearts, leaves , 
etc .) as one desires . 

We chatted with Mr . Gandee on his 
spacious front porch as dusk gathered and 
his soft young kittens slunk sensuously 
around the white columns . An easy con
versationalist, he shares his ideas freely : 

Religion : "Religion's proper function 
is to awaken, nurture and satisfy the soul, 
giving each man the conviction that his 
life is more than the little moment 
between birth and death. It should fill 
him with a sense of individual meaning, 
identity and uniqueness, yet relate him to 
other men and point him toward some
thing higher than himself th at he can 
always strive to attain. 

God: "God to me is perfection, whole
ness, completeness, as near my conscious
ness at any point as at any other . The 
only symbol I can find for this concept is 
a perfect circle. God is the circle at the 
center of which I exist. He is the outer 
bound of my consciousness , that which 
contains me, surrounds me and protects 
me ." 

Sanity: "Some people think I'm crazy. 
I may be . But if I am, I don't think I 
want to be sane ." 

Nature: "The more primitive the 
mind , the closer it is to the truth about 
nature. One must deal simply and directly 
with God and nature." 

Knowledge: "It comes when one is 
prepared for it. If we don't use intelli
gently what we already have , how can we 
expect more ? Like love , a soul must be 
ready to receive this precious gift. Some 
of us might have to wait a long, long time 
for it- even until another lifetime." 

Wisdom: "Ah, that's a horse of an
other color! Education does not always 
give knowledge , only awareness of how 
little one knows . Knowledge is often no 
more than that awareness . Only when 
that awareness is greater than what one 
has learned can one attain wisdom , for 
wisdom is the knowledge that however 
much one has learned, he still is ignorant. 
To know that man has five imperfect 
senses . and can experience only im
perfectly with them , and therefore per
ceive only imperfectly, is wisdom. To 
know that man is finite and cannot grasp 
the infinite is wisdom. To see the ocean 

in a drop of dew is wisdom . To know that 
each person sees a different view because 
each sees reality from a different perspec
tive , and to realize that seen in whatever 
perspective, reality is no less real, that is 
wisdom indeed ." 

Truth : "Whatever I value in life, I 
value truth the most ." 

Self Denial: "It may entail loneliness 
and suffering; it usually does . But these 
one can bear in dignity ." 

The trend of our own times: "We 
today are perilously near the situation 
which drove Western man into medieval
ism after the collapse of Roman civiliza
tion . There is a strong similarity between 
the alienated youth of this day and the 
people who filled monasteries in the 
Middle Ages : the wish to escape a reality 
too ugly for the human spirit to endure ." 

Identity: "Almost everyone has many 
identities . Some are past ; some are pres
ent; and some are future . Some are 
realized, and more are only potential. It 
may be man's ultimate goal to bring all 
possible identities together, so that in 
himself he find s the identity of every 
man, and in every man recognizes his own 
identity. Then he can see all men with 
compassion and understanding, suffer as 
they suffer, and experience their joys . 
Then he can say of any other person, not, 
'This is my brother ,' but, 'This is I , and 
because I see myself in him, I love him.' 
Such a man would indeed cease to be an 
island unto himself; he would be univer
sal ." 

Hexing: "I try to use hex for good, I 
want to give freely in order to be given 
freely ... love in order to be loved . I use 
it only for benevolent purposes. It can be 
used for evil, however, if one is willing to 
pay the penalty. Jesus said , ' Do unto 
others as you would have others do unto 
you.' It sounds so pious and so impracti
cal that the church saw no harm in 
leaving it in the Bible. There is nothing 
pious about it- it is intensely practical , 
and it applies to witchcraft as to anything 
else. The good one does with hex always 
returns to benefit him, and likewise, evil 
returns. Woe to the Black Sorcerer when 
his chickens come home to roost. If he 
has sent out an evil spell, evil will return 
to punish him . There is allegorical truth 
in the Faust story. 

"What I do when I dream reincarnative 
experience is very difficult to describe. 
Though part of my consciousness is 
dreaming with the very similitude of life 
itself, I am preternaturally awake with 
another part of consciousness which 
knows that the dream is a dream, anal-
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nPalmetto Square 
U 1440 Main St. Columbia S.C. 

OFFICE & SCHOOL 
SUPPLIES, FURNITURE, EQUIPMENT 

BOOKS. STATIONERY, PENS, ENGRAVING, 
GREETN; CARDS, WEDDING ALBUMS, 

GFTS & PRINTS. 

FAMILY GAMES SPRING BOOK SALE 

109 THAT FLIPPIN' GAME Skor Mor la· 
moua game ot chance Felt lined solid h;lrd· 
wood construction $10,00 

••• 11v• ITIIAIGHT The Pegboard 
StrattiJY Game. Any number. lndivlduala or 
team,, can play. Includes plastic folding 

and cards . ... 00 

COVERED BRIDGES OF THE SOUTH . 
250 illustrations. Reg. $4.95. Now only 
$1.49. 

MASTERPIECES OF BIBLICAL ART. 
Hundreds of full color reproductions. Reg. 
$14.95. Now only $5.95 . 

SOUTHERN INTERIORS. 314 photos. 
Guided tour through Charleston's finest 
homes. Reg. $15.00. Now only $5.95. 

100 MOST BEAUTIFUL ROOMS IN 
AMERICA. 290 photos. Reg. $14.95. Now 
only $5.95. 

MARK TWAIN HIMSELF. In words and 
pictures. Reg. $10.00. Now only $3.95 . 

BACKGAMMON OF TODAY. By J. Long
acre. Guide on how to improve your game. 
Only $1.00. 

DUNNINGER 'S COMPLETE ENCYCLO· 
PEDIA OF MAGIC. Reg. $25.00. Now only 
$4.95. 

BOOK OF CEREMONIAL MAGIC. History 
and rituals of transcendental and black 
magic rites. Reg . $10.00. Now only $2.98. 

THE CIVIL WAR : A PICTORIAL PRO
Fl LE . By J. S. Blay. Complete chronological 
and geographical pictorial history of the 
Civil War. Reg. $10.00 Now only $4.95. 

MY FAVORITE THINGS. By Dorothy 
Rodgers. World-famous hostess and decora
tor shares her secrets about homes and 
decorating, entertaining, food, serving and , 
above all , about the satisfactions of being a 
woman. Reg. $17.95. Now only $4.95. 

BOOKS OF INTEREST 

MY HEAL TH IS BETTER IN NOVEMBER . 
By Havilah Babcock . Back in print at last-a 
classic collection of 35 stories. $5.95. 

THE WATER IS WIDE . By Pat Conroy . 
Conroy, a Citadel graduate, tells of his 
teaching experience on Yamacraw Island , 
S. C. An experience recently made into a 
major motion picture starring Jon Voight . 
$1 .50 paper . $6.95 cloth. 

COLOR TREASURY OF AQUARIUM 
FISH. 250 fish all in brilliant full color. 
Only $1.98. 

THE HISTORY, BEAUTY AND RICHES 
OF THE GARDENERS WORLD. The most 
beautiful book of gardens and flowers ever 
produced. Reg. $15.00. Now only $6.95. 

INDOOR PLANTS. A complete guide to 
growing plants for your home. Only $4 .95 . 

WILDFLOWERS OF AMERICA. Encyclo
pedia work based on authoritative pub
lishers of Smithsonian Institute. Reg . 
$15.00. Now only $6.95. 

THE ART OF DRYING PLANTS AND 
FLOWERS. Reg. $4.50. Now only $1.49 . 

HANDCRAFTS MADE EASY . How to knit, 
smock, tat, crochet, weave, hand sew, em
broider , make tapestry rugs and needlework . 
Reg. $6.50. Now only $3.95. 

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF HOME RE
MODE LING, IMPROVEMENT AND RE
PAIR. Homeowners Bible . Reg . $4.95. Now 
only $2.98. 

BASIC BOOK OF SEWING . Only $2 .98. 

GLASS AND GLASSWARE. By G. Savage. 
225 illustrations. Everything from tiffany 
lamps and chandeliers to Persian glass, cut 
crystal and much, much more . Only $5.95 . 

DOLLS OF YESTERDAY . By Eleanor St . 
George . 200 years of dolls and doll collect 
ing in Europe and America. Reg . $15.00. 
Now only $4.95. 

TIME-LIFE RECIPES FROM FOODS OF 
THE WORLD. The most unique cookbook 
you ' ll ever own. A loose-leaf binder which 
folds into its own stand to keep any of its 
21 O recipes easy to read during preparation. 
Reg. $15.00. Now only $4.95. 

Please print clearly the number and 
selection title for each item desired. 
For each book ordered, add 50 
cents for handling and postage 
(S. C. residents add 4 percent sales 
tax). Be sure to send all orders to. 

IJ Palmetto Square 
1440 Main St. 

Columbia, S. C. 



yzes it, relates it to facts known to my 
conscious mind and recalls previous re
lated dreams to determine whether the 
dream being experienced adds any details. 
This part of my mind stands at a slight 
distance from the dream and in a sense 
makes an estimate of it." 

As twilight deepened and mosquitoes 
buzzed, Gandee led us into the wide 
central hall of his house. Pine boards a 
full foot wide paneled the walls. Two 
rooms had never been painted. It made 
one thankful that the former owners had 
appreciated the beauty of the wood 
enough to leave it alone. Antique cup
boards sheltered an array of fascinating 
treasures which would have taken days to 
study with care. As he led us into his 
bedroom/study, we remembered that 
there was supposed to be an African 
violet planted in a human skull in that 
room and made a mental note to check it 
out. But the room was so filled with 
interesting items, we forgot to look for 
the skull. 

The whole length of the back of the 
door sported a tanned snakeskin picked 
up in Mexico. Its late occupant must have 
been huge. The headboard of the bed was 
painted with hex signs whose meanings 
we were too modest to inquire about, 
assuming them to be very private. 

The wall above the bed held a unique 
Gothic cross which Gandee had fashioned 
from weathered, century-old, arrow
pointed fence pickets salvaged when a 
housing development destroyed a ceme
tery where wood for some reason did not 
decay. Flanking this were two twisted
serpent-style lightning rods (one with an 
arrow weathervane pointing east), each 
topped by an oxided "sacred tree" 
symbolizing Yggdrasil, the giant ash 
which in Norse and Druid mythology 
overshadows the earth, with its roots in 
hell and its upper boughs in heaven. And 
below was a staff with a climbing serpent, 
the symbol of priestly magic in ancient 
Greece and Egypt and among present 
day Central American Indians. One whole 
wall is lined midway up with bookshelves 
stuffed with books, one of which is the 
1809 edition of Davies' Mythology and 
Rites of the British Druids. Like the 
pagan lightning rods, the book came from 
the Dutch Fork. These things seemed, 
like his healing incantations from the 
Fork, alien and exotic only because one 
does not expect reminders of the old 
religion there, call it hexerei, druidism or 
anything else. 

The top of the bookcase displays 
a splendid bottle collection. On the 
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-Pho.to by Vic Tutte 

Gandee's house is constructed according to hex symbolism, with each 
side facing a major compass point using the pole star for true north. 

wall above the bottles, Indian 
arrowheads were arranged artistically on 
plaques . . (He is under contract to com
plete a book on Indian relics.} An ancient 
Mexican stagecoach chest held pots of 
African violets, and a potpourri of note
worthy articles graced the fireplace 
mantle. Above the mantle an eerie gray 
and black ghost painting done by a friend 
presided over a long pair of Rocky 
Mountain goat horns and other assorted 
paraphernalia. There was a collection of 
all kinds of pipes, some of which Gandee 
and his friends carved from soapstone. 
There was a picture of his young Pren
tice-Hall editor who corresponds with 
him regularly and who made him a 
present of a glass ointment bottle fashion
ed in Rome, circa 100-200 A.O. The 
bottl~ is light and looks extremely fragile. 
A typewriter and gas space heater are the 
only modern intrusions into this unchang
ed room. 

Gandee, in spite of all the dark suspi
cions about him, is a genial and gracious 
host, gladly answering any queries. His 
quiet and steady physical presence belies 
the gamut of ecstatic emotions which he 
describes so vividly in his book. He seems 
to pos~ess the earthy attributes of Taurus, 
the imaginative expression of Sagittarius 
and the moody sensitivity of psychic 
Cancer. He has the sun and four planets 
in Taurus; moon in Sagittarius with a 
Cancer ascendant. 

Like Carlos Castananda and Geronimo, 

Gandee does not like to have his picture 
taken. Castananda says that the more 
mysterious and invisible he is, the better 
it suits him. Geronimo believed a photo
graph would "capture his spirit." Gandee 
says he does not look like any of the 
persons he really is, so why inflict some
thing purporting to be Gandee on readers 
when it really is not he at all? One senses 
that although Lee Gandee may have 
come, in Edgar Allen Poe's words, 

"By a route obscure and lonely, 
Haunted by ill angels only ... 
From a wild weird clime that lieth, sublime, 
Out of Space, ... out of Time ... " 

that he is at last, as he says, at peace with 
himself. That peace permeates the warm 
autumn dusk- "firs' dark," the field 
hands used to call it- and settles itself 
comfortably within the wooden walls of 
the ancient house. 

As we said good night under a full 
harvest moon, we felt we were leaving 
with much more than the gifts he bestow
ed upon us- an original hex sign, an old 
chemical bottle from Dutch Fork, two 
painted wall shields. Evidently he has 
taken to heart Pablo Casals' comment, 
"Above all, do not be afraid to be 
human." Only Gandee might say, "What's 
there to be afraid of? Human is how God 
made me ... it must be how He wanted 
me to be!" 

Margaret Rast Mack is a free-lance writer 
from Williston. 
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By Nancy Chirich 

S
pring breezes mean kite flying in 
South Carolina. All year round i 
kite flying time in the rest of t e 

world. Official kite festivals ay 
take place any month in J 
Thailand, India, Brazil, awaii, 
Greece, Puerto Rico or B rmuda. 
There might even be a ki contest 
scheduled in your town or maybe 
you would like to star one. Many 
books at the local li ary will tell 
you how. 

Usually anythin that might be 
termed an "aer dynamic lifting 
body" can be lown. Sgt. John 
Smart of the harleston County 
Police, long kite man , has even 
flown drive- · hamburger bags to 
unbelievab heights. Maj. H. B. 
Alexande , associate professor of 
English t The Citadel, was with 
him o day when he accomplished 
this. here is good fellowship 

kite people, and both men 
be ng to the American Kite As
s ciation, founded in 1958 to fur

er the purpose of having kite fly
ing an accepted sport in the Olym
pics. 

Maj. Alexander has over 400 
kites in his collection, many of 
which he made himself. His favorite 
is one he copied from a 17th
century Japanese woodcut with 
modern materials. It needed 60 feet 
of crepe-paper streamer tail at the 

low r corners; he considers it 
be flyer. Tails make kites steadi 

d easier to fly. It is best to try t 
ee that a kite is balanced we 

during construction, but a tail goes 
a long way toward fixing errors 
after a kite is built, besides making 
it look prettier. 

Un wrinkled wrapping (kraft) 
paper is what Col. Alexander use 
in his experimental kite models. 
you use this, spray it with paint 
shellac to make it stronger. Hea 
grade rice paper will give some 
not stretch too much, an 1t 
wrinkles to set up friction create 
wind resistance ("drag"). Y ester
day's newspaper works quite well, 
too. 

Japanese kites are stored as at
tractive wall hangings between 
flights. If you are going to decorate 
your kite, do this before you attach 
it to the frame. Maj. Alexander 
believes that most of the fun in 
kite flying is in seeing what is at the 
end of the string. Bright yellow is 
the high-visibility color, and he 
suggested combinations of intense 
reds, yellows and white for decora
tion. 

For a start, he suggests you 
might try making this classic kite 
from a Malay design over 3,000 
years old. It can be made any size 
but flies better if not too huge. 

1. Take two flat sticks, or saw a 
piece of thin birch dowel, two 
different lengths. 

2. Notch the ends, glue the cen
ter and tie the joint with a 
strong knot. 

3. Run a string or package twine 
around the outside of the kite 
through the end notches, tying 
and gluing as you go. 

4. Use the kite outline you now 
have as a pattern to cut the 

paper cover, allowing an extra 
two inches all around. (Now is 
the time to decorate.) Fold 
paper over the string and glue 
it down. 

5. Turn the kite over so the cover 
is on top. Cut two strings to 
fit the top triangle and the 
bottom triangle of the kite. 

6. Tie these two strings to the 
four points and knot them 
about 30 percent of the dis
tance from the top of the kite 
to form the bridle. Attach 
flying string at the point 
where the strings meet. You 
will probably have to adjust 
the bridle later. This is the 
most important part of mak
ing this a flyable kite. 

7. See how much of a tail you 
will need by test-flying the 
kite. Add as much crepe paper 
streamer as necessary. 

8. Never use nails or wire for 
kites. 

Ordinary kite thread will take a 
lot of stress. A roll of monofiliment 
fishing thread will give you about 
four lengths of high-strength, low
drag kite string and is reasonably 
priced; but it is difficult to reel in 
and hard on your hands, so wear 
gloves. Twenty-weight is the best 
for the strong winds in our part of 
the country. 

The worst problem in kite flying, 
Maj. Alexander finds, is with reels. 
He says a narrow stick of scrap 
lumber notched at each end and 
wound the long way works well and 
will take the pressure which builds 
up as a kite goes higher in the sky. 
A wooden cone bobbin from a 
textile mill also makes an excellent 
reel. 

Before you fly your kite, check 
the weather. Eight miles an hour is 
perfect wind speed; never fly a kite 
in the rain. Find out your local laws 
about kite flying, and choose a safe 
area away from power and tele
phone lines. 

THE CRAFTER'S CREED: 
Don't litter, inside or out. 

Nancy Chirich is a free-lance writer 
from Charleston. 
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in tcrestin g, 
unusual itcn1s 

and services 

= = = = ,c AN T I Q U ES · ::- = = = = 
NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES. 166 Alabama St., 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302. Dealer to the dis
criminating. 18th and 19th century furniture 
Decorative accessories. 

'CC~< • 0 ANTIQUES & GIFTS· ·~-,..,. 

WILLIAM KEY INTERIORS. Offering an ex
citing collection of gifts, accessories and furni 
ture. Antique, Traditional and Contemporary . 
For office and home. Displayed in a gracious 
town house setting. 909 East Washington 
Street, Greenville, South Carolina . 233-4469 or 
233-4479. 

,c.-=-=~ ANTIOUE PRINTS ~~=.._ ~,c:,. 

INTRODUCING OUR 1974 catalog of antique 
prints and maps. Catesby, Edwards, Gould ... 
Many state and regional maps. Two dollars. 
Musgrove Mill, 393 East St. John St. , Spartan
burg, S. C. 29302. 

<..,. •="->~~.._- BOOKS _,.,.,..._.>.~><::>c 

HAMPTON BOOKS (founded N .Y., 1946). Old 
and rare history, cinema-TV, aerospace, South 
Carolina-and general. Prints, posters, maps. Rt. 
1, Box 76, Newberry, S. C. 29108. Ph . 
276-6870 (US Hwy. 176, 2 mi . N. of S.C. 34). 

CH I LOREN 'S BOOKS . Large selection of 
quality children's books. All titles at least 50 
percent off publishers price. Write for free list . 
M.T.S. Distributors, 807 Front Street, George
town, S. C. 29440. 

===>C COATS OF ARMS =><=== 
HAND PAINTED, RESEARCHED heraldic de
signs-crewel and needlepoint arms-kneeling 
bench. Heritage Arts, Box 468, Edgefi eld , S.C. 
29824. 

= = = = H E LP WAN TE D = = = = 
Working mother needs afternoon child care for 
9-year-old son : 3-6 p.m., Columbia, 5 days a 
week . Own transportation necessary. Would 
like settled person to serve as mother-substi 
tute. 254-0158. 

==== NEEDLEWORK =>><?<>C><>C>< 

AUTHENTIC NEEDLEPOINT college emblems 
painted on canvas, yarn included. Special : coats 
of arms painted on canvas, yarn included (allow 
two weeks for delivery). Also, we will do your 
research . Graphs, canvas and yarn for S. C. 
palmetto tree and medical caduceuses. Nation
ally advertised Icelandic Kits for ponchos and 
ski sweaters. Imported yarns, materials, crewel 
and needlepoint. Assorted pocketbook kits. 
Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio (next to the 
A&P) , 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 
29205. Phone.253-9748. 

=== RESORT PROPERTY === 

RESORT INVESTMENT, sales, rentals. Garden 
City and Murrells Inlet. Large selection of 
ocean front and water-oriented properties. 
Dunes Realty, Inc. Atlantic Avenue, Garden 
City, South Carolina, 29576. 803-236-2755. 

TWO NEW BOOKS 
FROM THE UPPER ROOM 

MARK THE ROAD 
by Wilson 0, Weldon 

The Editor of The Upper Room describes in pointed phrases 
the symbols, conditions, and directions of life's journeys, 

Chapters include "In The Darkness," " Road of Disappoint

ment," and "A Glow On The Go." Hardback. 1.50 each; 

10 or more, $1.30 each. 

DANCING AT MY FUNERAL 
by Maxie Dunnam 

The new Prayer Life Director of The Upper Room tells in a 

fresh, exciting manner about his discoveries in living joy

ously. "Dancing when I have the courage to resist forces 

that would bury me - when I bury some part of me that 

doesn't deserve to live." $1 .50 each; 10 or more, $1.30 each. 

Order from 
DEPT. MA The Upper Room 

1908 Grand Ave. Nashville, Tenn. 37203 

April 1974 

VISIT HISTORIC 

FORT 
SUMTER 

NATIONAL MONUMENT 
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 

~-f:j 
~"'""':1 -- "'' ...... ,.,,. . ,~ .. _ 

- -· -- . - ..... 

A colorful boat trip is your introduction 
to this famous fort where the Civil War 
began . A guided tour is conducted by 
National Park Historians. Only tour boat 
to Ft. Sumter. Leaves Municipal Marina 
several times daily. 

~~pt,B~ 
Fort Sumter Tours 
P.O. Box 59 
Charleston, South Carolina 

The. 
-Seaut1f ul 
Animal. 

Jaguar v-12: 
BRITISH 

~ 
LEYLANO 

Exclusively in South Carolina at 

SOUTHLAND MOTORS 

TheS sCar People 
S84 KING ST. Charleston, S.C. S 77-4060· 
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Reproductions of the 
Colonial Ironworkers Art 

Charleston Gates 

Circa 1790 

.:::: ~ /'<) r, 

' ·· 

]I yy 
~ 

]I XY 

Circa 1740 Circa 1850 

Our Charleston gates are faithfully 
reproduced in much the same 
manner as they were originally 
made by early Colonial iron
workers. Castings were copied 
from the originals. 

Send for brochure showing many 
other sizes and styles of gates, 
window grilles, fueplace acces
sories, mailbox stands, foot 
scrapers and many other hand
wrought items. 

Also on display at 
The Hammock Shop, 
Pawley's Island; 
George C. Birlant's, 191 King St. 
Charleston; 
Den of Antiquity, Highway 170, 
Beaufort. 

Workshop open for browsing 
2237 Commerce Drive 
Columbia, S. C. 

DIXIE IRON WORKS 
Columbia, S. C. 

personally .. .. 
A dynamic and creative monthly periodical reflecting the best that South 

Carolina and its people have been, are now, and will be! 
This month I would like to introduce Bob McCormick, our director of 

marketing and distributions, to you. Bob is a transplanted-and converted
Tar Heel, originally from Rowland, N. C. He attended Wake Forest University 
and graduated from the University of South Carolina. He and his family have 
been living in Lexington, S. C., for almost a year now. 

Bob's duties at Sandlapper Press are mainly concerned with selling the 
magazine and other Sandlapper products at the wholesale level to distributors 
and owners of book stores, newsstands and gift shops. If you do not receive 
your magazine through a regular subscription but prefer to purchase it from a 
store, you are reaping the benefits of Bob's work. 

In addition to his work with wholesale establishments, Bob is often 
required to perform duties of a promotional nature; he arranges autograph 
parties for the authors of Sandlapper books, for example, and he makes 
personal calls on people in all types of professions to promote interest in 
Sandlapper products. This is his favorite aspect of his work: "As a converted 
Tar Heel," he says, "I take a great deal of pride in representing the best of 
South Carolina, in every way possible." 

Bob enjoys reading, and, probably for this reason, he has devoted most of 
his career to working with publishing companies. Much of his reading 
concerns the era of World War II, which is his consuming historical interest. 
This interest was fostered by childhood experiences while he lived near Fort 
Bragg, N. C. He vividly remembers meeting pilots and other military 
personnel and having contact with the German prisoners held near the base. 

His other major interest is music, particularly the big band music of the 
Swing Era. He counts Tommy Dorsey and Benny Goodman (particularly 
Goodman's version of "Stealin' Apples") as his favorites. 

Bob is an avid sports fan, particularly enjoying college football and 
basketball. He is one of USC's most ardent supporters and attends all of the 
Gamecocks' home basketball and football games. He is also a great 
story-teller; never at a loss for words , he entertains staff members for hours 
with his tales of interesting people he meets and things that happen to him in 
his travels. 

Bob's wife, Rene, is originally from Saluda, S. C. They have an 11-year-old 
daughter, Elizabeth, who is interested in dance and now studies in Lexington. 
Their 8-year-old son Rob shares his father's love of sports and has ambitions 
to be a basketball player. The McCormicks are happy in their new home in 
Lexington and are proud to be South Carolinians. 

Next month I shall introduce Kay F. Little, our circulation manager, to 
you. In the meantime, I look forward to hearing from you and meeting you 
personally; I greatly appreciate the increased contact I have enjoyed with so 
many of you and hope that you will continue to share your thoughts and 
feelings with me often. 

~~,;J.~ 
Kay N. Langley, Publisher 

Sandlapper 



Old Grand-Dad. 
Head of the Bourbon Family. 

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskeys. 86 proof and 100 proof Bottled in Bond. Old Grand· Dad Distillery Co., Frankfort, Ky. 40601. 
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What makes Canadian Club and V.O. good, 
is what makes O.EC. better. 

If you drink C.C. or V.O., you're 
drinking a good Canadian whisky. 

If you drink O.F.C., you're 
drinking a better Canadian whisky. 

Two years better. 
You see, every drop of our 

O.F.C. Prime Canadian Whisky 

is aged a full eight years .. (That's 
the prime aging period for a 
Canadian whisky.) 

C.C. and V.O. are aged six 
years. Check their labels. 

But two years isn't just a 
difference you can read on a label. 

Canadian Whisky, Bottled in Canada, 86.8 proof, Schenley Distillers Co., NYC <C> 1974 

It's a difference you can taste 
in a glass. So why settle for your 
fine Canadian when you can have 
our finer Canadian? 

@olfo(Co 
It's two years better. 

AGED 8YEARS 




